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Abstract 
Computer Assisted Translation tools continue to become more ubiquitous, but translation students do 
not necessarily receive much training in using them, and may therefore find translating when using 
them very different to translating freehand.  An experiment was conducted where a three Master’s 
students were each asked to translate two texts; one in a CAT tool and the other freehand, and the 
resulting target texts were inspected to determine whether they may have been affected by the 
segmentation performed by the CAT tool compared to freehand translations of the same text, and if so, 
how.  There were indications that in certain cases, such as very long sentences, the CAT tool may act 
as a visual aid, and also indications that certain students may be more prone to follow the 
segmentation provided by the CAT tool than others.  However, the influence of personal translator 
style and translator’s habitus cannot be disregarded and as such the differences that are apparent 
cannot be entirely attributed to the CAT tool.   
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Översättning av expressiv prosa i 
CAT-verktyg  

En undersökning av möjligheten att urskilja effekter av segmentering i 
studentöversättningar  

Sammanfattning 
CAT-verktyg blir alltmer oumbärliga för översättare, men det är inte självklart att 
översättningsstudenter blir utbildade i dess användning.  Därför är det möjligt att nyutbildade 
översättare upplever att översätta i ett CAT-verktyg väldigt annorlunda jämfört med att översätta utan 
CAT-verktyg.  Tre masterstudenter med engelska som målspråk ombads översätta två texter från 
svenska till engelska; den ena utan CAT-verktyg och den andra i ett CAT-verktyg.  Måltexterna 
undersöktes för att fastställa om det var möjligt att upptäcka skillnader som kunde tillskrivas CAT-
verktygets segmentering.  I vissa fall, t.ex. långa meningar, verkade det som om CAT-verktyget var till 
en viss hjälp, och det verkade även som om vissa deltagare tenderade att följa CAT-verktygets 
segmentering i allmänhet.  Man kan emellertid inte bortse från att översättarnas habitus och personliga 
stil även har haft en påverkan.  
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1. Introduction 

In recent decades, the introduction of Computer Assisted Translation tools (CAT tools) has undoubtedly 

revolutionised the way in which translators work, enabling them to automatically recall previous work 

that is similar to projects they are working on in order to avoid having to translate the same text more 

than once.  While these are still far from being the totally automated translation tool that the general 

public may imagine them to be, there is no doubt that translators are able to save time and be 

substantially more productive by using them, especially when repeatedly working with similar texts.  

Considering the impact a CAT tool can potentially have on a translator’s productivity, and their growing 

ubiquity in the marketplace, it is only appropriate that students on translation courses gain some degree 

of familiarity with CAT tools and the features they provide so that they are able to meet the demands of 

their future employers, even if they may not learn to use any single piece of software perfectly during 

their studies.  During the course of the Masters in Translation Studies at Stockholm University, I was 

surprised to find that there was so little in the way of instruction in how to use CAT tools, and this is 

partly what inspired me to choose this topic for the present thesis.  It is unlikely that a translator these 

days will be able to work for any great length of time without using a CAT tool, yet the overwhelming 

majority of translation work on this course was performed without using one.  With this in mind, it 

seems highly relevant to examine the result of student translations performed using a CAT tool, and to 

compare them to ones they have performed without using such an aid in order to determine if it is 

possible to see in what way, if any, the use of a CAT tool affects the resulting translation in terms of 

sentence structure as well as style.  I am especially interested to see if it is possible to discern if and how 

segmentation, i.e. the way in which the text is divided up and displayed by the CAT tool, in particular 

affects the target text.  

When using a CAT tool, the translator will normally import a text file of some format into the 

application.  The interface of most CAT tools is quite similar; two columns are displayed side by side, 
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the left containing the source text divided into segments, and on the right there are blank segments into 

which the translator enters the target text.  If a translator often works with similar texts and there is a 

match for the source text in the database he or she has built up as a result of previous work, the software 

will automatically enter the previous translation into the target column.   

The translator is usually able to adjust how closely the source text needs to match a previous translation 

in order for the software to recognise the match, which is useful in the case of documents like updated 

manuals or files including lengthy terms and conditions where there may be little change apart from 

numbers or dates.  The tool may also automatically indicate whether a segment contains an exact match 

or what is often known as a “fuzzy” match, i.e. a match that is close but not exact (Esselink 2000:364; 

Bowker 2002:79).  A “fuzzy” match in practice is often a sentence where one small element has 

changed since a previous translation, such as a date or number.  CAT tools also have other features like 

spelling and grammar check, and quality assessment features like checking for segments that have been 

left un-translated, or mismatching numbers in the source and target segments, which would be likely to 

indicate the presence of an error. 

In order to investigate the possible effects of CAT tools on student translations, an experiment was set 

up.  The results of this experiment are reported in this essay, and elements of special interest within the 

source texts as well as target texts, such as particular stylistic features, or puns and wordplay, are 

highlighted.  It is hoped that this small-scale experiment will add something to the existing body of 

knowledge on student translations and CAT tools alike, and perhaps confirm that further research would 

be justified in order to obtain a more representative picture of the way students’ work may be affected 

by the use of CAT tools. 
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2. Aim 
The aim of this study is to investigate whether it is possible to determine if the use of a CAT tool has 

influenced the outcome of translations of prose by a group of students attending the Masters programme 

in Translation Studies with English as their target language at Stockholm University, and if so, in what 

ways.  The primary focus is on segmentation, for example, whether or not segment or sentence length 

significantly affects the outcome of a translation depending on whether or not a CAT tool was used.  

Other text specific aspects are also analysed, such as what strategies may have been used to deal with 

elements that could be seen as difficult to translate, for example puns, wordplay, and elements of 

intertextuality such as allusions.  Additionally, the subjects’ individual translator styles are considered, 

along with whether characteristics relating to their individual translator habitus can be determined, as 

well as whether the subjects have prioritised style or content.   

The aim is not to perform any kind of quality assessment as such on the translations analysed, although 

at times deviations from the source text are necessary to point out in order to adequately analyse the 

resulting target texts in a clear manner.  The primary aim is to investigate whether it is possible to 

determine how the outcome of these translations may have been affected by being produced with the 

help of a CAT tool by comparing them with translations produced without such an aid.   

The focus specifically on translation students will mean that the subjects are perhaps not as accustomed 

to the software as professional translators, and that differences between texts produced with and without 

a CAT tool will possibly be more pronounced due to a lower level of experience using all the available 

features than a professional who has been working for several years would have.1 

                                                        
1 A similar study comparing the material with text produced by experienced working translators would no 

doubt also be interesting, especially focussing on if and how extensive experience using CAT tools may 
impact the translation process, but this will not be feasible within the scope of this essay.   
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3. Literature Review 

The introduction of CAT tools undoubtedly had a huge impact on the working process of professional 

translators, enabling them to save time and effort by being able to use their own previous work in their 

new translations (Bowker 2002:114).  As previously mentioned, the interface of most CAT tools 

displays two columns, one containing the source text and the other for the target text.  These columns 

are divided into segments.  These segments can be determined in a variety of ways, for example by 

sentence, clause, paragraph or bullet point, and the user can alter these if dissatisfied with the way in 

which the software has divided up the segments.  Ever since technological tools to help translators were 

invented, there has been research on CAT tools, Translation Memory (TM) and Machine Translation 

(MT); in fact there are entire journals, such as Machine Translation: MT, dedicated to the field.   

However, research focussing specifically on segmentation is quite scarce even though it is mentioned 

sporadically in papers on other matters such as Kenny, discussed below, and research of this kind 

involving students is even less common, although there is comparatively extensive research on 

translation students in general, for example, Condé’s (2012) study in which translation students were 

requested to evaluate translation quality of a set of texts.  There are, however, notable exceptions, some 

of which are discussed in this chapter.  As can be seen by the following examples, there are numerous 

possible approaches to research in the field of CAT tools and machine translation, but the aspect of 

segmentation by software affecting the outcome of a translation appears to only have been rather briefly 

touched upon.  Additionally, since particular textual phenomena such as puns and wordplay are 

focussed on, Delabastita’s extensive work on strategies that may be used for translating these is 

discussed.  Further, as translator style is another element that is analysed, research on this matter is also 

considered.  

One area within machine translation and CAT tools where extensive research has been undertaken is the 

concept of controlled language variants.  The first example of this was a controlled language variant 

known as Caterpillar Fundamental English, developed by Caterpillar Tractor Company, which was 
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eventually abandoned and a new variant called Caterpillar Technical English was developed (Mogensen 

2004).  Simplified English is a variant currently widely used by the aviation industry by companies such 

as Boeing.  In the case of Swedish, a special limited form of the language was developed for the purpose 

of facilitating automated machine translation of manuals at Scania (Sågvall Hein 1997).  Common rules 

for these controlled language variants include restrictions on sentence length, strict requirements with a 

view to terminology and ambiguity, and preferring lists to what long flowing text that may otherwise be 

considered more pleasing to the reader.  These requirements are clearly described by Mogensen as 

follows:  

“Arguably, the language of that specific technical domain is manipulated for specific purposes: it is cut 
so that, as far as possible, each term has only one meaning; each concept is expressed with one and 
only one term, and superfluous words are eliminated.” (Mogensen 2004)   

As can be deduced, texts that are written with these criteria in mind would be unlikely to be very 

rewarding in a study such as the current one since the texts would already lend themselves extremely 

well to being translated with hardly any human intervention.  For this reason, technical texts were 

excluded when choosing material for this study. 

A proposal for studies investigating “the effects on the target text of the translation method used” and 

“translations made by means of memory-based systems with manual translations” (Ahrenberg & Merkel 

1996:5) were mentioned by Dorothy Kenny in her 1999 article CAT Tools in an Academic Environment: 

What Are They Good For? and indeed Ahrenberg and Merkel did undertake a study of this kind, but 

focussing mainly  on technical texts, although they did also include some literary prose in their 

experiment as a comparison.  Another piece of research on MT undertaken from a very commercial 

point of view is that of the development of “Scania Swedish” (Sågvall Hein 1997), a limited form of 

Swedish used by Scania when writing manuals that makes MT of these texts as straightforward as 

possible.  This is far from the focus of this essay, but the possibility of optimising language specifically 

for MT would indicate an implied perception of an acceptance that MT does affect the target text.  This 

view is supported by Ahrenberg and Merkel, who state that optimising language for MT “can be 

exploited in translation with quite simple tools, e.g. a computerised phrase-book where recurrent units 

are stored with their translations” (Ahrenberg & Merkel 1996:3).  It is interesting to consider whether 
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this implied perception of MT affecting target texts could also be applied to CAT tools.  In addition, in 

their article Språkliga effekter av översättningssystem (Ahrenberg & Merkel 1997) the authors find 

source and target texts in the field of technical translation to be very close.  They do concur that their 

sample is small, but it seems reasonable to expect that the texts chosen are representative of the genre, 

and if the experiment were repeated it is likely that similar results would be demonstrated.  These two 

researchers have been particularly productive in terms of work on CAT tools and Machine Translation.   

A text which does briefly bring up the effect working in a CAT tool can have on a student translation in 

terms of segmentation, is a book by Lynne Bowker, Computer-Aided Translation Technology: A 

Practical Introduction (Bowker 2002).  In her text, Bowker cites Dorothy Kenny (Kenny 1999:77-78) 

having observed that most source text segmentation errors her translation students made were caused by 

intrusive line and paragraph breaks that did not seem to be an issue when working on a paper printout of 

the text.  In addition to mentioning the issue at hand, the book is a very thorough introduction to CAT 

tools as a concept, although it must be noted that since it was written over a decade ago some of the 

information is naturally out of date.  For example, a survey referred to states that freelance translators 

receive approximately 45 per cent of their source texts as hard copy (Bowker 2002:22), which does not 

seem likely at the time of the present study.  Also, it is highly probable that CAT tools have 

significantly improved since Kenny made these observations and that the way in which the software is 

designed now enables it to segment in a way that is less intrusive to the translator. However, given that 

the foundation of the interface of what seems to be the majority of CAT tools is still fairly similar, with 

target text and source text side by side in segments, Bowker still makes many valid observations based 

on the literature available at the time of writing, and among these is the one regarding the potential 

effects of segmentation that I intend to investigate in this study. 

As briefly mentioned above, Dorothy Kenny makes some very valuable observations regarding the use 

of CAT tools in teaching translation students in her article CAT Tools in an Academic Environment:  

What Are They Good For? (Kenny 1999).  Amongst these observations, Kenny notes in her article that 

some of her students translating between English and Irish sometimes had issues with translating certain 

sentences in a CAT tool that caused them no issues when translating by hand, and speculates that 
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considering the fact that the students were able to translate the same text outside of a CAT tool without 

encountering the same problems, these issues may well have been due to the way the texts were 

displayed in the CAT tool when segmented (ibid:77-78).  Kenny has not herself performed a study on 

these effects, but it appears important to note that despite the fact that a significant amount of time has 

lapsed since these issues were first brought up, not only by Kenny but also Ahrenberg and Merkel, it 

does not seem that any extensive study has been performed on the effects that segmentation by a CAT 

tool may have on the translation process or target text.   

In an article based on her doctoral thesis, Barbara Dragsted (2005) describes an experiment comparing 

the working processes of professional translators and student translators, and illustrates how 

professional and student translators may be likely to segment their texts in different ways and also 

demonstrates how working speeds can vary drastically between professionals and students.  A CAT tool 

as such was not used, but Dragsted has used a piece of software called Translog.2. As can be deduced by 

reading another article (mentioned below) by Dragsted, Translog presents the source text above the 

target text and uses keylogging in order to record the working process of the user, but it does not offer 

predetermined segments to its user.  Rather, Dragsted determines the length of the segment by timing 

how long a translator worked on a certain word, phrase or clause, and also timed how long the subject 

paused.  What length of pause would indicate the beginning of a new segment was determined once the 

experiment was completed and the results were in. Segment length is something that is interesting to 

study even when using a CAT tool, and some observations based upon segment length are made in the 

analysis portion of this essay.  However, there is a fundamental difference in that while this essay 

focuses on the segmentation of the source text by a CAT tool, Dragested’s study focuses on her 

subjects’ segmentation of the target text.  

Dragsted’s study also illustrates the difficulty in assembling a large sample of translators; she does not 

have more than six of each category despite having the time and resources afforded to someone working 

                                                        
2 www.translog.dk [Available 20.4.2014] 
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at PhD level3.  The language combination studied in her case was Danish-English, which is 

linguistically very close to Swedish-English.  The source texts used were a business letter and a text 

containing legal and technical terminology, so the lexis is somewhat different from this study, but this 

does not of course mean that her findings will not be relevant or helpful in my analysis.   

Dragsted also co-wrote an article (Dragsted & Carl, 2013) about different translation styles also 

involving students and professionals.  This too was carried out using keylogging as well as eye-

tracking4. Subjects were also not able to use the Internet or reference tools when participating in the 

experiment.  The authors acknowledge that this restriction may affect the ecological validity5 of the 

experiment, but also state that the restriction was unlikely to affect eye movement patterns, which was 

what they were studying.  Although not directly related to the current study, the authors also point out 

interesting issues such as a possible differences in IT skills, for example typing, between individuals 

having the potential of making a novice appear more professional than the professionals, which would 

absolutely be significant if this were a comparative study and the time and resources to collect and 

analyse material on aspects such as keystrokes were available.  However, for the purposes of analysing 

the effect of segmentation, one could argue that if the subjects are proficient enough in computer use to 

utilise a CAT tool efficiently they will have a solid enough grounding in IT for basic computer skills not 

to have a significantly adverse effect on the outcome of the present study.  

A further study that is not focussed on segmentation but nonetheless provides some valuable insights is 

Malkiel (2006).  This study’s focus is translator training, and it is especially relevant since the test 

subjects are not only all students, but as the case is in the present study, they are not translating into their 

mother tongue.  Malkiel’s comparison between students translating from their mother tongue (L1) to 

their second language (L2) versus L2 to L1 may as such potentially be highly relevant in the analysis of 

the results.  In her study, Malkiel asked two sets of translation students to complete a translation at the 
                                                        
3 Although Swedish has a larger number of speakers there may not be a drastically larger number of 

translation students available, or rather, even if it were close to the double one might expect it will still be 
less than what one would wish for in terms of assembling a representative sample for research purposes. 

4 This would potentially be useful in analysing the processes of the translators in this project, but given 
constraints both in terms of time and resources this will unfortunately not be possible to carry out.   

5 The confidence with which the conclusions of an empirical investigation can be generalized to naturally 
occurring situations in which the phenomenon under investigation occurs (Colman 2014).  
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beginning of their course and again at the end.  It was found that students translating into their L1 did 

not find the translation significantly less difficult the second time, while those translating into their L2 

did.  This may indicate that those translating into their L2 have improved their language skills as the 

course has progressed and therefore found the translation easier the second time around, but that this 

was not the case for those translating into their L1.   

A text that provides a thorough overview of translating of different text genres is Nord’s Translating as 

a Purposeful Activity: Functionalist Approaches Explained (2014).  Nord advocates the use of Skopos 

Theory (Reiß & Vermeer 1984), that is, to take into account the purpose and function of the source text 

and the target text when producing a translation.  As the source texts that are translated within the 

current study fall into the category of expressive prose, certain conditions must be kept in mind by the 

subjects, such as  

If the target text is meant to belong to the same category as the source … the translator of an expressive 
text should attempt to produce an analogous stylistic effect.  In this case, stylistic choices in translation 
are naturally guided by those made in the source text.” (Nord 2014:Loc 843 Chapter 36)   

Nord defines the expressive function as  

The use of verbal or nonverbal communicative signs to manifest a person’s feelings or attitude towards 
the objects or phenomena of the world.  It may be subdivided into sub-functions according to what is 
expressed, e.g. emotive or evaluative.  If the expressive function is not marked explicitly, its 
comprehension relies on the existence of a common ground of shared values. (ibid:Loc 2884 Glossary) 

Conversely, if one were translating a pragmatic text such as an instructional manual, the aim would 

often be to produce an equifunctional translation, that is, one that can be used in the target culture as the 

source text would be in the source culture, “where receivers ideally do not notice, or are not even 

interested in, the fact that they are reading a translation.”  Such a text may make use of standardized 

expressions in the target language (ibid:Loc 1094 Chapter 4). 

While there is plenty of literature on translating literary style, translator style as such is a relatively new 

area of research, but Mona Baker’s 2000 article Towards a Methodology for Investigating the Style of a 

Literary Translator provides a solid introduction to the subject.  Baker argues that there has previously 

been a lack of research into translator style due to the fact that  

                                                        
6 The Kindle Edition of this particular book was used, therefore location numbers are provided followed by 

chapter numbers for reference to print edition. 
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…translation has traditionally been viewed as a derivative rather than creative activity.  The 
implication is that a  translator cannot have, indeed should not have, a style of his or her own, the 
translator’s task being simply to reproduce as closely as possible the style of the original. We may well 
want to question the feasibility of these assumptions, given that it is as impossible to produce a stretch 
of language in a totally impersonal way as it is to handle an object without leaving one’s fingerprints 
on it. (Baker 2000:244)  

Baker also sets the foundation for a methodology into analysing translator style, advocating corpus-

based studies, but also states that the material is not readily available since translated texts have 

traditionally been excluded from corpora due to being unrepresentative of the corpus language 

(ibid:246).   

An article on translating literary style which brings up an issue the participants of this study will also 

need to consider, i.e. whether to prioritise style or content when they translate the texts used in this 

experiment, is Boase-Beier (2004).  Considering Gutt’s findings (2000), she begins the article by 

proposing the following: 

Direct translation, like direct quotation, he [Gutt 2000] assumes to involve maintaining not just what 
was originally said but, crucially, how it was said. That is, the style of the utterance, which provides 
clues to the intended interpretation, is of paramount importance. This appears likely to be true for all 
literary translation, where the content is not all that matters and the style could be argued to be just as 
important. In fact I shall argue below that style is more important. (Boase-Beier 2004:277) 

Throughout the article, it is entirely clear that the author’s view is that style is more important than 

content to the interpretation of a literary text.  She concludes her article by stating that  

These insights also suggest that the freedom to change content, which most poetic translators would 
argue for, is not just born out of the difficulties of their job, but out of the nature of the poetry they 
translate, whose only essential truth is to be found in the style. (ibid:286) 

Although the source texts used in the current study are pieces of expressive prose rather than poetry, the 

main focus of Boase-Beier’s text, style is something that must be considered by the participants of this 

study when translating.  When analysing the resulting target texts, it is considered whether or not they 

have been produced with these considerations in mind, or whether the translations have been produced 

with content taking priority over style. 

When considering style, another paper that is very intersting is Kirsten Malmkjær’s (2004) paper on 

translational stylistics, which brings up several points of interest that are highly relevant when analysing 

a translated text.   Such points include the fact that a translator does not have a complete freedom of 

choice in the way that the author of the source text does since the task is to produce a faithful rendering 
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of the source text.  In her study she compares the source and target text in fairly tales by H.C. Andersen 

and analyses choices made by the translator.  Malmkjær speculates why the translator may have made 

certain choices that today may seem questionable, and provides possible writer-oriented reasons such as 

differing attitudes to religion or politics in the source and target culture (Malmkjær 2004:15).  

Additionally, the intended target audience may differ significantly from the audience of the source text 

and the translator may choose to consider this in their rendering of the text.  

Since the source texts chosen for the present study are pieces of prose, it is prudent to include some 

literature specifically about the translation of expressive text.  Malmkjær (2009) also contributed a paper 

to a conference about translation in the Nordic Countries in which she analyses Carl Malmberg’s 1968 

translation of Hærværk, a novel by Tom Kristensen (1930) in a highly critical manner, accusing the 

translator of forgetfulness or neglect of the poetic function within prose, reminding the reader that this 

function does not only exist in what we know as poetry, but also in other literary works and even other 

text genres.  Malmkjær suggests that what she refers to as local translating, i.e. focussing only on the 

text immediately in front, and not being mindful of the text as a whole, can cause a translator to miss 

patterns within the text and thereby result in a less than adequate translation.  In this text, Malmkjær 

refers to the translator failing to notice repetition within the text, something that a CAT tool would 

provide assistance with if used, even if translating literary works may not be at the forefront of one’s 

mind when considering CAT tools, and the fact remains that CAT tools would not have been available 

to the translator who is the subject of this particular article.  

As is noted by Morini in the article Translation, stylistics and To the Lighthouse A Deictic Shift Theory 

analysis in Target (2014), there still does not appear to be an established method for determining 

translator style: 

Translation criticism, for instance, might acquire a more balanced outlook and a less Manichaean 
terminology, while translation teaching and training might be endowed with new ways of defining 
similarities and differences between source and target texts.  Currently, translations are still being 
defined as “good,” “sloppy,” “workmanlike,” “fluent,” or “wooden” (e.g., Venuti 1995, 2–4), and 
aspiring translators are invited to reproduce a “voice” (e.g., Landers 2001, 45), a “tone,” or a “register” 
(e.g., Robinson 1997, 246). With the benefit of stylistic hindsight, value-judgments might be given 
with consistent reference to the source; and voice, tone and register would be seen as means to a more 
general end. (Morini 2014:142) 
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In his article, Morini refers to the aforementioned article by Baker (2000), as well as Malmkjær (2004) 

and Boase-Beier (2006) and while recognising the merits of these works maintains that there is still 

much to be done within the field of translational stylistics.  Therefore, although every effort is made to 

describe the style of the target texts as well as that of the individual translators in an objective way 

avoiding value-judgements, as well as describing the differences in style that appear, it will not be 

possible to place the texts or translators in any established categories.   

Rostami’s article A Model for the Evaluation of Translations: With an Emphasis on the Stylistic 

Features (2012) proposes a model for translation evaluation, parts of which closely resemble the 

analysis method used in this study.  Rostami cites Ghazalah’s model for a stylistic analysis of literary 

texts (Ghazalah 1987), which he suggests may be used for source texts, and then subsequently applied to 

target texts in order to compare the two.  Although this present study does not aim to assess translation 

quality and therefore the objective of the analysis is different, some of the actions performed are rather 

similar, namely those of the second step.  Since the aim of Rostami’s study is partly to evaluate 

translation quality, while this present study does not aim to do this, the first and third steps are not 

performed, but are provided here for context.   

In the first step, the source text and target texts are read in order to determine the intuitive response 

evoked, then these responses are compared.  In the second step, a stylistic analysis of the source text is 

performed, as well as determining the layout structuring of the source text.  The same steps are 

performed on the target texts, comparing them to the source texts to see if these aspects have been 

appropriately conveyed.  This step further includes determining the core lexis of the source text, and 

investigating whether it has been appropriately conveyed in the target text.  The third step involves 

comparing the results of the first and second steps (Rostami 2012:69-70).  As already mentioned, the 

second step is most relevant to this study. 

Simeoni’s 1998 article The Pivotal Status of the Translator’s Habitus in Target discusses the concept of 

a translator’s habitus, and suggests that “Translatorial habitus is a circumstantial byproduct, the result of 

years of internalization, yet in practice never final – and it is not necessarily acquired through 
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schooling” (Simeoni 1998:31).  Habitus may be viewed as fundamental to a translator’s individual style 

and is formed as a result of the translator’s cultural and personal background, but again, rather than 

being a way to determine style, it appears more appropriate to view habitus as the reason for a 

translator’s style being what it is.  In the present study, the participants have rather diverse backgrounds, 

and therefore they will each have their own distinct habitus.  Given that they each have attended the 

same Masters programme, they will share part of their educational background, but as Simeoni also 

states, the shaping of their habitus will mainly have taken place outside of this educational context.  

Simeoni also considers the concept of translators’ subservience, and states that  

To become a translator in the West today is to agree to becoming nearly fully subservient: to the client, 
to the public, to the author, to the text, to language itself or even, in certain situations of close contact, 
to the culture or subculture within which the task is required to make sense.  Conflicts of authority 
cannot fail to arise between such masters but, in the end, the higher bidder carries the day.  The 
translator has become the quintessential servant: efficient, punctual, hardworking, silent and yes, 
invisible” (ibid:12) 

One may consider subservience, or level thereof, to be an integral part of the translator’s habitus, and 

differences between individual translators certainly appear.  This is also a factor that is considered when 

analysing the individual target texts.  Additionally, with a basis in Simeoni’s work, Buzelin (2014) 

compares two separate French translations of Philip Kotler’s Marketing Management using concepts put 

forward in Simeoni’s Doctoral Thesis (2001), and provides additional information about the habitus of 

the translator.  The habitus local is defined as the space of production, while the habitus long is defined 

as follows: 

…a habitus of a much slower formation, acquired more imperceptibly than the former [local habitus], 
that we are almost tempted to call, with all the caution required, a phylogenetic habitus in as much as it 
seems related to the secular genesis of writing practices, to this very particular type of translation, and 
not only, as in for the former, to personal and local circumstances (Simeoni 2001:30, translation 
Buzelin 2014:85)  

It will be interesting to contemplate whether the use of a CAT tool can affect the translator’s habitus, 

and if so, whether it would appear to have a greater effect on the habitus local or the habitus long.  This 

may possibly be an angle more appropriate for a study on experienced translators, but whether an effect 

can be discerned in these terms is nevertheless considered. 

As the source texts used in this study include elements of punning and wordplay, it is important to 

consider the strategies translators may use when faced with these stylistic devices.  In a special issue on 
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punning and wordplay of The Translator curated by Dirk Delabastita (1996), models are provided for 

analysing puns and their translations, elements of which are used throughout this essay.  He also 

provides a classification of puns, as can be seen in the table below. 

Homonymy Identical sound and spelling 

Homophony Identical sound, different spelling 

Homography Different sound, identical spelling 

Paronymy Slight difference in both spelling and sound 

Table 1: Typology of Puns adapted from Delabastita (1996:128) 

 
Categories of puns referred to include that of homonymy, that is, words that share an identical sound 

and spelling but differ in meaning.  Homophonic puns are those where two or more words sound the 

same but have a different spelling.  Homographic puns share a spelling but are pronounced differently, 

and paronymic puns show slight differences in both spelling and sound.  Further, puns in each category 

are classified as being either horizontal or vertical.  A vertical pun refers to two similar linguistic 

structures present in the same portion of text, for example, Come in for a faith lift, where faith lift is a 

pun on face lift, but face does not appear in the text.  A horizontal pun refers to a pun in which these 

linguistic structures occur one after another within the text, such as Counsel for Council home buyers; 

in this example the same identical sound with two different spellings is repeated twice within the same 

sentence (Delabastita 1996:128 (my emphasis).  The examples provided can, when taking both of the 

elements considered into account, be classified as examples of a vertical paronymic pun and a horizontal 

homophonic pun, respectively. 

Delabastita (1993) also published a book based on his doctoral thesis in which he describes extensively 

and in great detail translation strategies used by translators of Shakespeare into Dutch, French and 

German.  As some of these strategies are referred to in the analysis of the target texts produced in this 

study, a simplified, adapted table has been constructed in order to provide an oversight of the strategies 

mentioned in the text.  This table, Table 3, is shown in the method chapter of this essay on pages 25 and 

26. 
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4. Method and Material 

In this chapter, the method chosen and material selected are discussed, as well as issues specific to the 

material that may prove significant to the course of the experiment.  This study is empirical in its 

method, and the translated material studied in this essay was obtained by way of an experiment designed 

by the author.  The source texts were found online and were chosen for their variety in sentence 

structure and the prevalence of stylistic features such as puns and wordplay that would be likely to pose 

challenges in the translation process.  The research is both qualitative and quantitative in nature, i.e. the 

intent was to discover not only what effects could be discerned when a subject was using a CAT tool, 

but also how common it was that these effects appeared within the sample group.  The selection of 

participants and source texts, as well as the experimental setup and method of analysis used are 

discussed in this chapter.   

4.1 Participants 

The subjects are students studying towards the Master’s degree in Translation Studies at Stockholm 

University, with Swedish as their source language and English as their target language.7  They 

volunteered to participate in this study and have consented to the translations they produced to be used 

as material.  Student A is German, with German being her mother tongue, but has completed her 

Bachelor’s degree in English as well as a large part of the Master’s degree she is currently in the process 

of completing (Student A 2012).  Student B is Swedish, with Swedish as her mother tongue, but has 

mainly been educated in English, having lived abroad and attended international schools for much of her 

life (Student B 2012).  Student C is Dutch and is already working as a translator with Dutch as her target 

language, having grown up and been educated mainly in the Netherlands.  She has also recently 

                                                        
7 N.B. It is not suggested that these effects are representative of translation students as a whole, nor that 

these results will be applicable to every language combination; the focus is on whether it is possible to 
determine whether, and if so in what way, texts produced by these particular students from Swedish into 
English were affected by the use of a CAT tool. 
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completed some education in Swedish and English, and has participated in modules in translation into 

English during this Master’s course with a view to acquiring a second target language (Student C 2012).  

It is relevant to mention that due to the above, Student C has considerably more experience using the 

CAT tool used in this experiment than the other two subjects, as she has clients that require it to be used 

for their assignments. 

All subjects consider their written English to be stronger than their written Swedish, so even if they are 

not translating into their L1 on this course by the strictest definition, they do consider it to be more 

appropriate to translate into English than into Swedish.  They were also all recommended to choose 

English as their target language over Swedish based upon their performance in the entrance exam taken 

ahead of starting the Master’s degree in Translation Studies that they are now close to having 

completed.  Students A and C have British English as their target, while Student B translates into 

American English, and this will naturally account for some variation in the target texts along with other 

possible factors that may have an impact.  For example, one of the source texts includes references to a 

recycling facility and waste, and the subjects would have the option of using a typically British term 

such as rubbish, or American terms like trash or garbage.  

Due to the fact that there are very few translation students working in this particular language 

combination, the sample size is inevitably extremely small.  This is the first and so far only time English 

has been taught as a target language on this particular course; normally the target language would be 

Swedish, as it is for some other students who started at the same time.  Also, as the students are 

attending the same course as the author, they are aware of the focus of this study and may have this in 

mind while translating, which may compromise the ecological validity of the experiment.  Also, one test 

subject is already very familiar with the software used in the experiment, while the other two have less 

experience using it.  This may potentially affect the outcome of the experiment somewhat since the user 

with extensive experience may be familiar with features that the others are not aware of. 8   

                                                        
8 Based on the kinds of subjects this student normally works with, it is not, however, thought that any of 

the texts will be matches for what is currently in this student’s Translation Memory, i.e. database of 
previous work, so there should not be any significant benefit in terms of previous work she has done. 
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4.2 Selection and Analysis of Source Texts 

For this experiment, two texts by Lars Ryding, a columnist for Svenska Dagbladet, have been chosen 

(see Appendix 1).  Interestingly, the author has also translated several novels by Alexander McCall 

Smith into Swedish, and once dedicated a column for Svenska Dagbladet to the issue of literary 

translation9.  However, this fact cannot be taken to mean that he has considered translatability when 

writing his own column, as it does not appear that his columns have ever been translated10.  Newspaper 

columns are rarely translated from Swedish into English, and as such it is highly unlikely that the author 

would have considered issues relating to translatability when writing the texts.  

The subjects are familiar with the author, as they have all previously translated a comparable text by 

him as part of Translation 1, a compulsory module of the MA in Translation Studies.  The texts are 

neither technical nor specialised, save for a few instances of specialist terminology, but do contain 

elements of wordplay and puns as well as words that appear to have been invented by the author based 

on their absence from dictionaries and failure to appear in Internet searches, which are likely to cause a 

challenge for the subjects when translating.  The strategies chosen to deal with these issues are among 

the aspects that were studied.  A brief analysis of the source texts appears ahead of the study material in 

order to introduce potential issues, and describes these in greater detail.   

As mentioned above, the source texts are pieces of prose, in which effects of segmentation could be 

expected to be more clear than in texts such as manuals, where the tendency would perhaps naturally, or 

by client request, be to stick as close to the source text as possible even if not using a CAT tool, or in 

more extreme cases even by using a type of controlled language variant.  Writers of prose, however, will 

almost certainly not have similar criteria in mind when producing their texts, and may not even 

contemplate the possibility of their text being translated.  For the reasons detailed above, it was decided 

that prose would be more appropriate for this experiment than a technical text which may be affected by 

artificial constraints placed upon the writer in the source language.  Indeed, in her article, How devoted 

                                                        
9 http://www.svd.se/nyheter/inrikes/det-ar-oversattaren-som-skriver-boken_1447139.svd [Available 

20.4.2014] 
10 Despite extensive searches, no indication that these texts have been translated has been found. 
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can translators be? Revisiting the subservience hypothesis, Buzelin cites the work undertaken by 

Simeoni for his Doctoral Thesis (2001): 

Unlike literary translation, technical translation is so much codified and the norm objectified, among 
other things by translation tools, that it would be difficult to find traces of a spontaneous, subjective, 
internalized subservience in the translations of such texts. (Buzelin 2014:67) 

It may also then be reasonable to deduce that practices in technical translation are so established that it 

can be difficult to find evidence of conscious translator intervention in the target text.  These reasons 

were given in order to motivate examining translations of books in social sciences rather than technical 

texts or indeed literary texts, as  

“books in social sciences provided, in Simeoni’s view (2001, 256–257), a more adequate corpus than 
literary ones, not only because the latter have already been widely used in theorizing translation, but 
also because, paradoxically, literary texts are not so representative of translation practices, both in 
quantitative and qualitative terms.” (Buzelin 2014:67) 

While this may well be motivated when aiming to make generalised statements, in this present study the 

aim is only to examine a small group of students, so this was not considered as a hindrance to using 

something that could be characterised as a literary text. 

Since the sample size is very modest, and it will be difficult to determine whether segmentation or 

personal style is responsible for many lexical choices made by the subjects, lexis is not a main focus of 

this study.  Sentence structure on the other hand may well be affected, and as such, this is scrutinised, 

although again, choices made in this regard may also be affected by personal style. It is also recognised 

that aside from the fact that the translators will have a writing style of their own, they will also make 

certain choices based on what regional variety of English they are translating into, and regional-specific 

variations of certain terms are pointed out.  Also, as Malmkjær (2004:15) states, they will have to set 

aside the freedom to write however they choose in order to create a text that can be seen as an 

equivalent to the source text.  They will also in certain cases have to choose to prioritise either style or 

content.  Boase-Beier (2004:277) states that in literary translation, style is more important than content, 

and whether the subjects’ target texts indicate that they considered this to be case is examined.   

As mentioned in the literature review, Chapter 3, a writer-oriented stylistic analysis of a translated text 

will not only be problematic because a translation is invariably at least somewhat removed from the 
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translated text and therefore the reader is not reading the original text, but also because when analysing 

the translated text it must be recognised that the translator has given up certain creative freedoms of 

their own in order to produce a satisfactory and faithful target text.  This means that although the 

translators have had certain choices to make, the style in which they write will still not necessarily 

reflect the style they would choose if writing their own original text (ibid). For example, it may be that 

the student subjects would choose not to invent their own words if writing an original text, even if when 

presented with an invented source text word they may feel compelled to invent a suitable target 

language equivalent, and it cannot be stated with any great certainty that they would choose to use puns 

and wordplay quite as extensively as the author of the source text.  Of course, these restrictions neither 

mean that translators cannot be creative, nor that they do not display particular personal stylistic 

elements (Baker 2000:244). 

In order to determine what textual elements may cause issues for the translators, the source texts were 

analysed in terms of lexis, structure, readability and style.  The aspects analysed were quite similar to 

those studied in the second step of Rostami’s evaluation method (Rostami 2012), i.e. style of the source 

text, layout structuring of source and target texts, and lexis of the source and target texts.  As the texts 

were extremely varied in terms of sentence length, attention was paid to how the subjects may appear to 

have approached especially short or long sentences differently depending on whether they were 

translating freehand or using the CAT tool. The texts were analysed for readability using LIX, the index 

usually used for Swedish language texts11, developed by Björnsson in the 1960s (Björnsson & Hård af 

Segerstad 1979).  LIX is calculated by adding the mean sentence length to the percentage of words 

longer than six characters.  Texts with a LIX of around 20 are considered very simple, 30 is considered 

simple while 40 is intermediate, 50 difficult and 60 very difficult (ibid:5).  As the texts also contained 

several instances of wordplay and puns, these aspects were of particular interest and they were classified 

according to Delabastita’s model (Delabastita 1996). 

                                                        
11 According to www.lix.se [Available 20.4.2014] 
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4.3 Experimental Setup 

The students were each requested to translate two texts, one freehand and one using a CAT tool.  The 

subjects were able to choose when and where they performed the translations, all of them choosing to 

perform the freehand translations at home, and Student C also electing to perform the CAT tool 

translation at home, while Student A and Student B used the author’s computer for the CAT tool 

translation.  There was no time limit set per text, and the subjects were permitted to use any reference 

tools they wished to.  This means that the conditions of the experiment were as close to an ordinary 

course assignment as possible, although normally they would not have been asked to use a CAT tool.  

The translations where a CAT tool was used were compared side by side with the ones performed 

freehand to see what differences were evident between the two, in particular examining if it was 

possible to discern in what way segmentation performed by the software affected the way in which 

students choose to structure clauses and sentences.  The texts were assigned as indicated below: 

 Text 1:  Älska din näsa som 
dig själv 

Text 2:  Återvinning ger dig 
gröna extrapoäng 

Student A CAT tool Freehand 

Student B Freehand CAT tool 

Student C Freehand CAT tool 

Table 2: Assignment of Texts 

 
As illustrated by the table above, each subject translated one text freehand, and one using SDL Trados 

Studio12, the CAT tool with perhaps the largest market share13.  Students B and C translated Text 1 

freehand and Text 2 in SDL Trados Studio, and Student A translated Text 1 in SDL Trados Studio and 

Text 2 freehand (see Table 2).  The design of the experiment means that both texts were translated 

freehand as well as using the CAT tool, facilitating a comparison between the two, although the analysis 

must certainly account for the fact that there will inevitably be individual differences in style between 

                                                        
12 http://www.sdl.com/products/sdl-trados-studio/ 
13 SDL state that they are the leading translation software company, and a poll on Proz, a large translation 

online translation community, would suggest that Trados is the most commonly used CAT tool.  
http://prozcomblog.com/2013/03/28/cat-tool-use-by-translators-what-are-they-using/ [Available 
25.2.2014] 
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the translators as well as the fact that the sample size is extremely small.  However, as mentioned in 4.2, 

translators do inevitably give up at least some creative freedom when taking on the task to translate 

(Malmkjær 2004:15) and as a consequence one would expect to find a large degree of similarity 

between the translations.  Once the material had been obtained, a close reading of the resulting target 

texts was performed in order to determine in what way segmentation may have affected translator style. 

4.4 Analysis and Comparison of Target Texts 

The texts that were translated without using a CAT tool were viewed as printouts in Word format next 

to printouts of the final bilingual Trados files.  The resulting Trados Studio files were inspected in order 

to see whether or not the test subjects altered the segmentation performed by the software, and the 

resulting target texts were compared to the same texts translated without a CAT tool in order to see if 

there are any major differences, in sentence structure in particular, that could be explained by the 

automatic segmentation process performed by the CAT tool.  Further, while it was not a major focus, 

possible L1 interference was also taken into account when evaluating sentence structures, although 

distinguishing this from the translators staying extremely close to the source text is a challenge, 

especially when considering the text by the subject who is translating from her L1.  It is also recognised 

that L1 interference may be present but difficult to identify without in depth knowledge of each 

subject’s L1.  Further, the fact that both British and American English are represented as target 

languages within these translations will introduce certain kinds of variation that will be evident in terms 

of style, and will not be attributable to the use of a CAT tool.  In the case of instances where different 

solutions that appear to be established terms or expressions are proposed by the subjects, aids such as 

dictionaries, or at times, online corpora, are consulted in order to see if one is particularly more common 

in a British or American context.  As the corpora vary greatly in scope and size, they are not used as a 

definite tool to see if a particular variant is more common than another, but as an indicator as to whether 

an expression is in common use. 

The method is influenced by parts of Dragsted’s study, i.e. segment length was one aspect under 

scrutiny, and the translators were all asked to translate the same texts.  The source texts translated were 
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also of similar length.  A major difference, aside from Dragsted’s intention being to compare student 

and professional translators, is that Translog14 rather than a CAT tool was used, and segment length in 

the target texts was determined by the occurrence of lengthy pauses in the translators’ working process; 

in this study, the impact of the CAT tool will be a major focus.  As it was uncertain whether or not the 

students would alter the segmentation within the CAT tool at the outset of the experiment, the freehand 

translation was added as a control in order to see how closely they adhered to the source text syntax 

when not using a CAT tool, which was not necessary for Dragsted to do since she determined segment 

length by pauses in the working process, having the data as a result of using Translog.  The 

segmentation is, at least initially, determined by the CAT tool rather than by the student, and therefore 

the segment length in this study is not necessarily determined by student input.  It should be noted that 

differences in translator style may also influence segment length, i.e. one subject may prefer to use 

shorter clauses and another longer clauses even independently of using a CAT tool.  This was a factor 

taken into consideration when analysing the data. 

As the source texts contain several elements of puns and wordplay, Delabastita’s model for classifying 

translation strategies for puns and wordplay was used in order to categorise the solutions used in the 

target texts.  Delabastita mentions eight main categories, five of which appear in the target texts.  

Strategy No. 1 is the Pun ! Pun strategy, one where it is possible to use a formal equivalent15 pun in the 

target language.  There was no example of this in the target texts.  Strategy No. 2 is the Pun ! Non-Pun 

strategy, which contains two sub-categories; the selective non-pun strategy where one of the meanings 

of the pun is conveyed.  This strategy appeared in the following example:  

                                                        
14 Translog would have been an option to see the working processes of the translators, but since it is not a 

CAT tool as such the segmentation aspect would not be evident to the subjects, and therefore it would be 
extremely difficult to acquire any results that would be useable in terms of the main focus of this essay.   

15I refer to formal equivalence as defined by Nida: ‘..a formal- equivalence (or F-E) translation is basically 
source-oriented; that is, it is designed to reveal as much as possible of the form and content of the 
original message.’ (Nida 1964:134) 
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Source Text (ST): Det vore en nesa. 

Gloss: That would be an ignominy. 

! 

Target Text (TT): That would be a disgrace.  

[The pun is a result of the Swedish for nose (näsa) being very close to a homophone for the word for 
ignominy (nesa)] 

The second sub-category is the Non-Selective Non-Pun, where both meanings of the pun are conveyed 

in the non-punning manner.  This strategy did not appear in the target texts.  Strategy No. 3 is referred to 

as the Pun ! Punoid strategy.  This is where the translator makes it clear that there is a pun in the 

source text by using some form of rhetorical device or wordplay that differs from the source text.  

Examples of this include: 

ST:  Älska din näsa som dig själv  

Gloss: Love your nose as yourself 
!  
TT:  Love thy noser as thou lovest thyself 
 
ST: Det vore en nesa. [See explanation above] 
!  
TT:  That would be a noseworthy mistake. 

Strategy No. 4, the Pun ! Zero strategy, where a pun is simply omitted from the target text, did not 

appear in the target texts.  Strategy No. 5, the Pun ! Direct Copy strategy, where a source text pun is 

copied directly into the target text does appear; in this case it can be explained by the fact that the source 

text contained a target language pun: 

ST: Jag upprepar mitt tidigare förslag att kolossen bör kallas Stockholm Water Affront Building 
eftersom den är en förolämpning (an affront) mot vattnet och staden.   

Gloss: I repeat my earlier suggestion that the colossus should be called Stockholm Water Affront 
Building because it is an insult (an affront) to the water and the city. 

! 

TT:  I repeat my previous suggestion that this colossus should be called the Stockholm Water Affront 
Building because it is an insult (an affront) to the water and the city. 
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Strategy No. 6, Pun ! Transference, where the translation of a pun includes the use of language 

constructions from the source language that are not normally used in the target language, was not found 

in the target texts.  Strategy No. 7, the Non-Pun ! Pun strategy, did appear in the following example:  

ST: Då tar vi avgasbilen till avlatsfilen.  

Gloss: So we take the exhaust fume car to the indulgence lane.   

! 

TT: We’ll exhaust fumes all the way to the indulgence intersection. 

Here the source text included alliteration, assonance and internal rhyme, but no pun as such.  Finally, 

Strategy No. 8, the Zero ! Pun strategy, i.e. inserting a pun that does not correspond to anything 

contained in the source text, did not appear. 

An adapted table of these strategies is shown overleaf.  As some of these strategies appeared to have 

been used by the subjects in their target texts, selected examples from the Source Texts (ST) and Target 

Texts (TT) are shown next to the appropriate category.  Not every strategy displayed in the table was 

used, but they are still shown for context. 
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Strategy Definition Example 

1.  Pun ! Pun A source text pun is represented 
by a formal equivalent target 
text pun. 

N/A 

2.  Pun ! Non-Pun 
 
 
 
Subcategories 

 
• 2.1 Selective Non-Pun 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• 2.2 Non-selective Non-Pun 
 

A source text pun is represented 
by a non-pun in the target text.  
The pun may or may not have 
been perceived by the translator.   
 
 
One of the two linguistic 
meanings of the source text pun 
has been translated more or less 
equivalently, while the other has 
been deleted.  This solution is 
common in translations of 
vertical puns where an 
equivalent vertical pun is not 
available in the target language. 
 
 
Both meanings of source 
language pun are conveyed but 
in a non-punning manner.  This 
solution is common in 
translations of horizontal puns. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
ST: Det vore en nesa. 
Gloss: That would be an 
ignominy. 
! 
TT: That would be a 
disgrace.  
[The pun is a result of the 
Swedish for nose (näsa) 
being very close to a 
homophone for the word 
for ignominy (nesa)] 
 

3.  Pun ! Punoid The pun has evidently been 
perceived by the translator and 
has been translated by another 
wordplay related rhetorical 
device, often when no 
satisfactory equivalent target 
language pun is available.  

ST: Älska din näsa som dig 
själv  
Gloss: Love your nose as 
yourself 

!  
TT: Love thy noser as thou 
lovest thyself 
 
ST: Det vore en nesa. 
(see explanation under 
category 2.1)! 
TT:  That would be a 
noseworthy mistake. 
 
 

4.  Pun ! Zero The source text containing the 
pun has been omitted from the 
target text. 

N/A 

5.  Pun ! Direct Copy The source text pun has been 
copied into the target text 
without translation.   
 
In the case of the example here, 
this was an obvious solution as 

ST: Jag upprepar mitt 
tidigare förslag att 
kolossen bör kallas 
Stockholm Water Affront 
Building eftersom den är en 
förolämpning (an affront) 
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Table 3:  Pun Translation Strategies adapted from Delabastita (1993:190-227) 

 

 

there was target language text 
within the source text, ensuring 
that the text would be 
understood by the target text 
reader without any major effort. 

mot vattnet och staden.   

Gloss: I repeat my earlier 
suggestion that the 
colossus should be called 
Stockholm Water Affront 
Building because it is an 
insult (an affront) to the 
water and the city. 

! 

TT: I repeat my previous 
suggestion that this 
colossus should be called 
the Stockholm Water 
Affront Building because it 
is an insult (an affront) to 
the water and the city. 
 

6.  Pun ! Transference A source text word meaning or 
grammatical structure has been 
transferred into the target 
language, for example by way of 
a word coined by translator or a 
using a specific source language 
grammatical construction that 
would not normally be used in 
the target language. (Catford 
1965:43) 

N/A 

7.  Non-Pun ! Pun (Addition) The target text contains a pun 
not part of the source text. 

ST: Då tar vi avgasbilen 
till avlatsfilen.  

Gloss: So we take the 
exhaust fume car to the 
indulgence lane.   

! 

TT: We’ll exhaust fumes 
all the way to the 
indulgence intersection. 

 

8.  Zero ! Pun (Addition) New textual material containing 
a pun has been introduced into 
the target text. 

N/A 
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Ideally, screen-recording software would have been used in order to see the working processes of the 

subjects, but unfortunately when testing this it was found that the resulting file sizes became 

prohibitively large not only to transfer but also merely to store.  Therefore, this part of the experiment 

was abandoned. Instead, a close reading was performed on the target texts, which were then compared 

with each other in order to find similarities and differences between those translated with or without 

using a CAT tool.   
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5. Analysis of Source Texts 

In this chapter, elements of the source texts that may be significant or challenging in terms of their 

translation are selected and discussed.  In order to compare the translations in an informed way, it is 

essential to first perform an analysis of the source texts.  Both are newspaper columns also published 

online by the same author, and as such will share many common traits.  The columnist does not make 

any attempt to write texts that are purely informative or objective in stance, and it is clear that they are 

opinion pieces.  The language function in these columns is expressive in that “the informative aspect is 

complemented or even overruled by an aesthetic component.  The stylistic choices made by the author 

contribute to the meaning of the text, producing an aesthetic effect on the reader.” (Nord 2014:Loc 843 

Chapter 3), and there is an emotive sub-function (Nord 2006:137).  Given that they appear in a major 

national newspaper, the audience is quite broad.  They do not contain any highly technical or specialist 

terms, but they are not entirely straightforward as they contain stylistic elements such as allusions, 

alliteration, wordplay and puns.  The author’s style in these two pieces is also highly descriptive, i.e. 

there are frequent instances of passages where the focus is on different traits that are related to the 

objects that possess them rather than the main focus of the text being a narrative (Hellspong & Ledin 

2010:23), and the texts also contain frequent use of imagery.  Although fairly similar, there are slight 

differences between the columns, some of which will be listed below.   

In the case of some source text elements where there is more than one commonly used expression or 

term in the target language, online corpora were consulted to see which are the most common in British 

versus American English, or indeed if a variant is commonly used.  Additionally, representative 

examples of source text elements that are likely to be challenging for the subjects to translate are shown.  

In order to gauge readability, LIX, the readability index most commonly used for Swedish texts, was 

used.  In the case of source text examples, a gloss is inserted in square brackets.   
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One aspect of the first text, Älska din näsa såsom dig själv [Love your nose as yourself], that is 

noticeable right away, is that there is a great variety in sentence length.  Some are only one word long, 

these being rhetorical questions, such as Svagnäst? [Weak nosed?], Arominhiberad? [Aroma inhibited?] 

or Doftdyslektiker? [Scent dyslexic?], while the longest is 40 words long.  The LIX of this source text is 

37, which as mentioned in the Method and Material chapter under heading 4.2, indicates a text of 

intermediate difficulty.  The mean sentence length is 12.51 words and 24.39% of words can be 

classified as long, i.e. over six characters.  However, many of these long words are compound words of 

a very concrete nature and are as such not necessarily difficult to understand for the target audience of 

the source text, for example, uppäten [eaten, eaten up], svagnäst [weak nosed] and medlidande 

[compassion or pity].  There are some loan words originating in Ancient Greek, such as feromoner 

[pheromones], which may be considered by some to be slightly obscure, while others, such as katastrof 

[catastrophe] (Sjödin 2000) are very common and it is quite unlikely that anyone would consider such a 

word to be difficult despite its etymology.  

Using a biblical allusion in the headline [Love your neighbor as yourself (Mark 12:31)], Älska din näsa 

såsom dig själv [Love your nose as yourself], Ryding grabs the reader at the very beginning.  This use 

of intertextuality is quite straightforward and it is expected that the test subjects will be able to identify 

its source without any great trouble.  Biblical allusions can be considered transcultural (Leppihalme 

1997:66), certainly between the source culture and target cultures studied here, as well as along with 

references to Shakespeare being some of the most common examples of intertextuality in English 

(ibid:68), and this particular example could be used in either source or target language.  As such, 

translating the headline is not expected to be a problem, even if the subjects may not immediately know 

which book of the Bible it comes from, they will likely recognise it and look up the source if necessary.  

The author also refers to Darwins Theory of Evolution; this is also rather obvious and transcultural 

between source and target culture and as such unlikely to cause too much difficulty.  However, there are 

other instances of wordplay that may cause the translators to have some issues.  

What appears to possibly be the most troublesome pun to translate in the text is the use of the word 

nesa, the Swedish word for ignominy, almost certainly deliberately chosen by the author over other 
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alternatives due to being a homophone for the Swedish word näsa, i.e. nose.  It is interesting to see the 

different solutions and strategies used16 for translating this particular word, as an English language 

formal equivalent that would facilitate a vertical pun ! vertical pun translation is certainly not 

immediately obvious.  This pun is in the category of a homophonic vertical pun, and it is possible that a 

translator will have to use a pun of a different category in order to find a satisfactory solution, if indeed 

one exists.  Delabastita points out that in the case of vertical puns, a pun ! selective non-pun choice is 

often made, i.e. translating in a way that does not demonstrate all the possible meanings of the pun 

(Delabastita 1993:205), presumably through necessity.  Another option is pun ! punoid, i.e. 

demonstrating that the pun has been understood but using another wordplay device (ibid:207), 

presumably since a satisfactory target language pun is not available.  

Additionally, the author uses an English language pun in the Swedish source text: “Water Affront 

Building”.  This has some interesting implications in choosing how to transfer this to the target 

language. It introduces something of a dilemma in deciding whether to use a foreignizing – translating 

in a way that makes it clear that the source text was written in a different language for a different culture 

- or a domesticating approach – translating the text in a way that makes it seem as if it was originally 

written for the target culture (Venuti 1995:20).  Given that using a second language in the source text 

has already introduced an element of the foreign into the source text, and that it is in the target language, 

it will not be foreign at all to the target reader of a translation.  Further, the author uses an entire 

subordinate clause to explicate to the reader what he means by “Water Affront Building”, i.e. that he 

considers the building to be an affront, or insult, to its surroundings, which seems rather redundant to do 

in English, so the different approaches taken to this will also be interesting to see.  Some may choose to 

eliminate the subordinate clause since it can appear slightly awkward or even condescending to explain 

something that is entirely obvious to the target text reader even though this would have the consequence 

of staying less faithful to the source text. 

The LIX of the second source text is slightly higher at 41 compared to the 37 of the previous text, which 

would appear to indicate that the text is slightly more difficult than the first one, if only marginally so.  

                                                        
16 See Table 2 (page 14) and Table 3 (pages 25-26) for pun classification and translation strategies. 
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The mean sentence length is slightly greater at 15.45 words, which can largely be attributed to a fact 

already mentioned above; that the first text contained several single word rhetorical questions, bringing 

the mean sentence length down.  Therefore, it is reasonable to view the texts as being of a similar level 

of difficulty.  As in the first text, there is a wide variety in sentence length.  The share of long words in 

this text is 25.89%, however, as in the first text, many of these long words are compound words, such as 

tygbitar [pieces of fabric], presentpapper [wrapping paper] and miljövänlig [environmentally friendly], 

which means that they will not necessarily be difficult for the reader; these particular words, as in the 

previous source text, are very concrete everyday words that any adult reader will be familiar with.  

Sentence structure varies considerably, ranging from single clause sentences to other rather lengthy ones 

that appear to be almost stream of consciousness in style, including rhetorical questions and short lists in 

the same sentence.  Paragraphs are generally remarkably short, some consisting of only one or two 

sentences.  The choices the author has made in terms of sentence and paragraph length give the source 

text a rhythmic quality, which is a challenge for the subjects to replicate in their target texts.   

The source text contains some instances of specialist terminology, but these are not inscrutable to the 

general public and even if the translators do not find exact English language equivalents they should be 

able to make sense of them.  Indeed, they may vary across different English speaking countries or 

regions, which is relevant since the students are translating into two different regional varieties of 

English.  The author also uses terms he appears to have conjured up himself, such as grovsopister, 

which could be translated as rough-rubbish-ers.  This particular word does not turn up any results in a 

Google search, and does not appear in SAOL (Svenska Akademiens ordlista), so it has almost certainly 

been created by the author.  This particular word will most likely prove challenging to translate.  He also 

uses concepts such as gröna poäng, or green points, which are not established in any definite way but 

are fairly commonly used17, and it will also be interesting to see how the subjects choose to deal with 

this, for example if they translate these word for word or alternatively choose to look through similar 

English publications to see if there is a different preferred term for this concept.  The author has also 

                                                        
17 A Google search for “gröna poäng” brings up 736 results on 27th March 2014.  A corresponding search for 

“green points” brings up 433 000 results, suggesting that the concept may have been brought in from the 
English language. 
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named a fictional municipality, and it will be interesting to see the different solutions proposed in the 

translations.  Some may have chosen to keep the name used by the author, by the virtue of the mutual 

intelligibility of MORAL in MORALHULT, as well as perhaps aiming to retain as much of the original 

style of the source text as possible.   

When imported into Trados, both texts were without exception automatically segmented by sentence.  

This clearly makes it challenging to see how the segmentation would have affected the way in which the 

translators dealt with segmentation when performing the translations.  After performing the translations, 

each volunteered that they had not changed the segmentation even without being asked, even though no 

restrictions were set in this regard.  There are two possible explanations for this; either the subjects were 

satisfied with the segmentation, or then they did not know how to alter segments using the software.  As 

the segments in the case of these two texts were always one complete sentence, it seems logical that the 

subjects would not find the segmentation intrusive, even if some may feel that it would be helpful to, for 

example, divide up some of the sentences containing several clauses by clause rather than sentence.   

As may be expected when analysing texts translated by different people, there will be some variety in 

terms of the texts produced.  One obvious factor is that one student is translating into American English 

while the other two have chosen to translate into British English, which aside from smaller matters like 

variations in spelling will also have an impact on certain types of terminology that may appear in the 

text, for example, trash versus rubbish or waste.  Additionally, there are certain fixed expressions that 

will appear idiomatically correct in an American English text but odd in a British English text, and vice 

versa.  These variations are indicated as they appear, and whether or not they affect the analysis is 

discussed.  
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6. Comparison of Target Texts 

In this chapter, the data obtained is analysed through performing a close reading of the resulting target 

texts.  Elements of special interest are highlighted as examples and analysed by comparing selected 

segments of the source text to the corresponding target text segments obtained.  The examples appear 

chronologically as they do in the source texts.  The source text segment is shown along with a gloss, 

followed by the three target text solutions produced by the subjects.  The translations of Source Text 1 

are discussed under heading 6.1, followed by the translations of Source Text 2 under 6.2. 

6.1 Comparison of Translations of Source Text 1  

Source Text 1 was translated in the CAT tool by Student A, and freehand by Student B and Student C.  

In the translation of Source Text 2, the assignment of texts is reversed.   

Student A CAT tool 

Student B Freehand 

Student C Freehand 

Table 4:  Assignment of Source Text 1  

In order to facilitate a comparison of difficulty level between source and target texts, LIX, the 

readability index used for the source texts, was also used to calculate the readability index for the target 

texts.  One could argue that an index devised especially for the English language would be more 

accurate in terms of gauging the readability of the target text, but since the source texts are Swedish it 

seems appropriate to use a Swedish index.  The LIX calculation of the target text is only intended to 

have an indicative function rather than to serve as an absolute readability score.  One may on one hand 

expect a slightly lower LIX in an English text due to the prevalence of compound words in Swedish 

texts, but one could also perhaps find that a tendency towards longer sentence length due to factors such 

as extensive use of the definite article in English may compensate for this.  In the case of the two texts 

studied, LIX was consistently very slightly lower in the target texts than in the source, perhaps due to a 

high number of compound words in the Swedish affecting the LIX more strongly than slightly longer 

sentence length in the translations may have done.  
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 LIX 
Source Text 37 

Student A Target Text 36 

Student B Target Text 36 

Student C Target Text 35 

Table 5:  LIX of source text and target texts 

As illustrated above, the LIX of the target texts (36, 36 and 35 respectively) are a fraction lower than 

that of the source text (37), but the scores are extremely close to the source text as well as to each other.  

Scores this close to each other mean that there is effectively very little difference between the 

readability of the texts.  In analysing multiple translations of the same source text, it is not surprising 

that the target texts score similarly.  In the case of this text, it is difficult to say whether the CAT tool 

affected the LIX since there was only one subject, Student A, using the CAT tool.  However, the fact 

that Students B and C produced texts with differing LIX scores while translating freehand may possibly 

indicate that one can expect texts of differing difficulty levels when presenting two translators with the 

same text, although more data would be required to confirm this, as differences in LIX remain very 

slight throughout the course of this study.  

Examples of source text elements that were either challenging in nature or resulted in very varied 

solutions by the subjects are presented below.  The source text is presented along with a gloss, followed 

by the different solutions proposed by the subjects.  

Starting with the biblical allusion [Love your neighbor as yourself (Mark 12:31)] in the heading of the 

text, the subjects have all proposed quite similar solutions:  

Example 1 

Source text: Älska din näsa såsom dig själv 

Gloss: Love your nose as yourself 

 

Target Text Solutions 

Student A: Love thy noser as thou lovest thyself 

Student B: Love your nose as you do yourself 

Student C: Love your nose like yourself 
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The translation that differs most drastically from the others is clearly the one by Student A.  In order to 

create a stylistic effect, she has used the word noser for nose, and is seemingly alluding to Shakespeare 

in writing thou lovest thyself.  Also, in the source love does not appear a second time, but this subject 

has chosen to insert it again, likely for stylistic effect.  This clearly indicates that she has perceived the 

allusion in the headline.  Students B and C have used very similar wording to each other, with the 

exception that they have written as you do yourself and like yourself respectively, meaning that Student 

C’s resulting translation is slightly shorter.  As there are several Bible translations, there are also several 

ways in which to approach translating the heading.  Student A has stayed closer to the King James Bible 

which states Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself, while the other two subjects are nearer more 

modern translations, including the New International Version, stating Love your neighbor as yourself.18  

As this was the heading of the text, it was displayed separately from the rest of the running text, making 

it nearly impossible to determine whether the CAT tool had an effect.  In this case, the version created 

by Student A seems more likely to be a result of her personal style than the CAT tool she was using. 

As indicated above, this text was translated in Trados by Student A, and freehand by Students B and C.  

Over all, in terms of syntax, Student B has been quite faithful to the source text and has tended to avoid 

significantly altering sentence structures, while Students A and C have been less averse to making this 

type of change.  An example of this is the second sentence studied:  

Example 2 

Source text: Som insekt skulle jag vara rena katastrofen, så dåligt luktsinne som jag har. 

Gloss: As an insect I would be a pure catastrophe, as poor a sense of smell 

 as I have. 

 

Target Text Solutions 

Student A: I would not do as an insect, what with my awful sense of smell. 

Student B: As a bug I would have been a disaster, with my poor sense of smell. 

Student C: As insect, I would be a catastrophe because of the horrible sense of smell I have. 

 

Students A and B have retained the structure of the source sentence as far as punctuation is concerned, 

whereas Student C has inserted a comma after “insect” and omitted the second comma, as well as 
                                                        
18 http://biblehub.com/mark/12-31.htm [Available 20.4.2014] 
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inserting because which is not part of the source.  In this sentence, Students A and C have used the 

present conditional, I would be, while Student B has used the past conditional, I would have been.  From 

this point of view Student C is perhaps slightly closer to the source than Student B, even if over all 

Student B has retained more of the original structural features of the source text.  Interestingly, all 

subjects have omitted the word rena [pure or clean].  In the case of Student A, this is not surprising due 

to her changing the order of the first clause and writing I would not do rather than, for example, I would 

be a pure catastrophe.  Students B and C have, however, left this out despite using a similar 

construction to the source and gloss.  It would have been interesting to see whether they would still have 

done this had they been using the CAT tool.   

In terms of tense, Student A is perhaps the closest to the source, using the present conditional as well as 

structuring the sentence in a similar way to the source.  It appears possible that there may be some L1 

interference that is causing Student C to make this alteration in tense that is not present in the case of 

Student B, whose mother tongue is the source language, or Student A whose mother tongue is German 

but considers English her strongest language. In the case of this sentence, it does not seem possible to 

discern any direct effect of using a CAT tool versus translating the text freehand, as the two sentences 

that were most similar in terms of structure and lexis were produced in different ways.  

The second instance of an intertextual allusion appears at the end of the first paragraph of the text. 

Example 3 

Source text: Jag skulle snart bli uppäten av mina egna, helt enligt Darwins teori om de undermåligas 
undergång. 

Gloss: I would soon become eaten by my own, entirely according to Darwin’s theory of the inferior’s 
demise. 

 

Target Text Solutions 

Student A: I would soon be eaten by my own kind, perfectly in accordance with Darwin's theory on the 
demise of the weak.   

Student B: It wouldn’t be long before I was eaten by my own, in accordance to Darwin’s theory of 
natural selection. 

Student C: I would immediately be eaten by my own kind, according to Darwin’s survival of the fittest. 
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As is clearly evident, there is more than one way of referring to Darwin’s theory.  Student A has an 

interesting solution in that although the theory referred to in the source was devised by a British 

scientist, she has chosen what could almost be said to be a foreignizing back translation, i.e. a 

translation of the target text back into the source language, as Darwin’s theory on the demise of the 

weak is not the most common label for this theory.  The two variants Natural selection and Survival of 

the fittest are both in common use and it is unlikely that a British or American reader would react to 

either.19  In terms of structure, Student A, using the CAT tool, has stayed very close to the source, while 

Student B, translating freehand has changed the order of the first clause but not the second.  Student C 

has used a stronger adverb than the source in the first clause, immediately rather than soon as the other 

two subjects did, but despite this lexical change the structure is entirely unchanged, and aside from the 

fact that using the term Survival of the fittest changing the structure of the second clause, she has also 

not made any major changes to this part of the sentence.   

As previously touched upon, perhaps the most challenging word to translate in this text is the vertical 

pun nesa.  Its closest English language equivalent is ignominy, and the Swedish word is rather 

conveniently, a homophone for the Swedish word for nose, i.e. näsa. Here, the translators have used 

three rather different strategies to solve the problem:  

Example 4 

Source text: Det vore en nesa. 

Gloss: That would be an ignominy. 

 

Target Text Solutions 

Student A: That would be a noseworthy mistake. 

Student B: That would be disconcerting. 

Student C: That would be a disgrace.  

 

Student A, translating in the CAT tool, has perhaps strayed most from the meaning of the source text, 

but has introduced a different pun, i.e. noseworthy mistake as opposed to noteworthy mistake, in the 

target text in order to retain the use of a stylistic device involving the word nose.  However, as 

                                                        
19 A search on GloWbE shows that both versions are in frequent use 
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noteworthy would not be considered nearly as strong a statement as ignominy, she could be considered 

to be the furthest from the source text.  Student B has omitted the pun and instead of using a noun has 

chosen an adjective, disconcerting.  Student C has decided to omit the pun element, but has conveyed 

the correct meaning of the word in a way that the target reader is certain to understand by translating 

nesa as disgrace.  To apply Delabastita’s pun translating strategies, one may say that Student A has here 

chosen to use strategy No. 3, the Pun ! Punoid strategy, i.e. constructing her own pun that makes it 

clear that she has perceived the pun in the source text.  Students B and C have both chosen strategy No. 

2.1, the Pun ! Selective Non-Pun strategy, communicating the perhaps more significant meaning of the 

source and choosing not to convey the wordplay element of the pun since there is not an entirely 

satisfactory English language equivalent pun available. The solutions for translating this pun are all very 

different, but it does not appear possible to attribute this to segmentation by the CAT tool; given the 

level of difficulty in translating this pun, it appears reasonable that any translator would be likely to give 

it quite a bit of thought and therefore think of it outside the context of the text segments provided. 

It is also relevant to consider the longest sentence in the source text and the different target versions that 

were produced.  One may expect to find that a very long sentence with multiple clauses may in its 

inherent complexity introduce an element of difficulty compared with sentences that are shorter and less 

structurally complex.  Since the text was segmented exactly according to sentence by the CAT tool, the 

subject working in the CAT tool would not be exempted from this increased level of difficulty, even 

though the CAT tool may provide some visual assistance in terms of the way in which it displays the 

text. 
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Example 5 

Source text: Som människa får man åtminstone vara kvar i gemenskapen, även om man ofta är lite 
utanför som olfaktionshämmad, eller vad vår drabbade minoritet, de som har lågpresterande näsor, 
kan heta i officiella sammanhang. 

Gloss: As human one may at least be left in the community, even if one often is slightly excluded as 
olfactorily challenged, or what our afflicted minority, those with low performing noses, may be called 
in official contexts. 

Target Text Solutions 

Student A: As a human being you at least get to remain part of the community, even if exclusion often 
becomes a reality for the olfactorily challenged, or whatever our minority, those with underperforming 
noses, might be called in official contexts. 

Student B: As a person you at least get to remain within the community, even if the fragrantly limited 
are always slightly on the outside, or what our afflicted minority, those with the defective noses, would 
be called in an official context. 

Student C: As a human being, you are at least allowed to participate in society, even if you are 
somewhat of an outsider as an olfactory hampered, or whatever our suffering minority group – those 
who have underperforming noses – are called officially.  

The resulting target texts are very similar in length – Student A and Student C have produced 39 word 

sentences while Student B’s is 40 words.  Accounting for the fact that Student B has used a one-word 

term for människa, i.e. person, while the other two have used human being, one may initially consider 

that her version is in fact two words longer than the other two.  On closer inspection, however, one can 

see that the difference in length can in fact be considered negligible since Student A has omitted the 

word drabbade [afflicted], from her target text, and Student C, rather than translating officiella 

sammanhang as official context(s) as Students A and B have done, has used officially, a one word term, 

and rather than using a noun phrase has preferred to use an adverb.  One could interpret this as Students 

A and B using a foreignizing approach and Student C using a domesticating approach (Venuti 1995:20) 

since officially would be expected to appear more often in text originally written in English than official 

context which is actually rather rarely used in English20.  Each student has punctuated exactly according 

to the source, save for the fact that Student C has chosen to separate the penultimate clause by 

surrounding it with dashes rather than commas.   

There are some significant differences; Student A, using a CAT tool, is the one who deviates furthest 

from the source in the second subordinate clause by making exclusion the subject rather than man, as in 

                                                        
20 Based on a search of three separate corpora:  GloWbE, BYU-BNC and COCA 
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the source.  This is a convenient way of circumventing the issue of there not being an entirely 

satisfactory equivalent English language construction to the Swedish man; using one has the potential of 

sounding too formal while the man in this source context does not have this connotation, and you can at 

times be unclear.21  Students B and C have chosen slightly different approaches as well; Student B has 

stayed close to the source but has chosen to omit the man aspect and replaced it with a noun phrase, the 

fragrantly limited, while Student C has simply replaced man with you, considering it adequately clear in 

this context.   

It is interesting that the student using the CAT tool made perhaps the most radical syntactical change in 

this sentence: changing the subject of a clause.  When considering the effect of the CAT tool, one may 

be inclined to hypothesise that it would encourage a translator to remain close to the source, but this 

particular clause appears to indicate the opposite.  Nevertheless, it is important to remember that the 

translator did still follow the punctuation in the source exactly; however, so did the other two subjects so 

it is not possible to draw any conclusions based on this.  It is possible that in this case, the way in which 

the CAT tool displayed the sentence, rather than being obtrusive enabled the subject to visually separate 

the text in a way that reduced the impact of the sheer length of the sentence in order to produce what she 

believed to be an idiomatically correct target text.  Conversely, seeing such a long sentence as running 

text could make it more difficult to visually isolate parts of the sentence, certainly if one did not make 

any markings on the page.22  

As previously mentioned in the analysis of the source texts, this text contains the additional challenge of 

introducing an English language pun into a Swedish source text. 

                                                        
21 The versatility of the Swedish ”man” versus the English ”one” is discussed in Altenberg (2004).   
22 Such a link could potentially be investigated using tools such as eye tracking, for example in a study 

similar to O’Brien (2007), studying the cognitive load on the translator based on sentence length rather 
than by the quality of match available in the Translation Memory, but this is beyond the scope of this 
essay.   
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Example 6 

Source text: Jag upprepar mitt tidigare förslag att kolossen bör kallas Stockholm Water Affront 
Building eftersom den är en förolämpning (an affront) mot vattnet och staden.   

Gloss: I repeat my earlier suggestion that the colossus should be called Stockholm Water Affront 
Building because it is an insult (an affront) to the water and the city. 

Target Text Solutions 

Student A: I hereby repeat my earlier suggestion to rename the colossal monster Stockholm Water 
Affront Building, since it is one, both to the water and the city. 

Student B: I repeat my previous suggestion that this colossus be named Stockholm Water Affront 
Building since it is an affront to both the water and the city. 

Student C: I repeat my previous suggestion that this colossus should be called the Stockholm Water 
Affront Building because it is an insult (an affront) to the water and the city. 

 

Here again, a vertical pun appears in affront, although it could also be interpreted as a horizontal pun 

since it appears in the context of a multi-word name as well as reappearing later in the sentence when 

explicated.  The perhaps most obvious strategy in this case would be to choose the pun ! direct copy 

strategy, since this pun is in the target language despite appearing in the source text.  Student A has 

chosen not to explicate the pun, perhaps being of the view that it would be quite obvious to an English 

speaking reader of a similar text what was meant by Stockholm Water Affront Building and that 

explicating it may come across as condescending.  Student B has chosen to explicate the pun although 

she has removed the parentheses, and Student C has chosen to use a synonym of affront; insult, the 

closest English language equivalent to förolämpning, in the text, likely in order not to lose the fact that 

the author of the source text explicates within the source text.  Student A, working in the CAT tool, has 

perhaps again taken the most liberties with the text, from starting with I hereby repeat instead of simply 

I repeat, and instead of choosing the perhaps most obvious alternative like the other two students for 

koloss, colossus, she has chosen to write colossal monster, and further has also chosen to change the 

punctuation of the sentence.  This would indicate that certainly in the case of this student, using a CAT 

tool does not have a restrictive effect.   
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6.2 Comparison of Translations of Source Text 2 

In this section, the data analysis continues through a close reading of the target texts corresponding to 

the second source text.  The assignment of the second source text is shown below.  Student A translated 

this text freehand, while Student B and Student C translated this text in the CAT tool, the reverse of the 

assignment of texts for the previous source text. 

Student A Freehand 

Student B CAT tool 

Student C CAT tool 

Table 6:  Assignment of Source Text 2 

In the case of the second source text, the source text LIX is 41, and Student B, whose text scores a LIX 

of 40, is closest to the LIX of the source.  The texts produced by Students A and C received identical 

LIX scores at 37.  It is important to note that all of the scores are very close, and that being this and 

differences of this magnitude will not have a major effect on readability. 

 

 LIX 

Source Text 41 

Student A Target Text  37 

Student B Target Text  40 

Student C Target Text  37 

Table 7: LIX of source text and target texts 

It appears that working in the CAT tool has little if any impact on the LIX as the target texts produced 

by Students A and C receive identical scores, while Student B’s text scores slightly higher and very 

close to the source text.  However, as will be seen below, this does not mean that Student B was always 

closest in terms of sentence length or length of words used, nor that Students A and C consistently wrote 

shorter sentences than the source or even used shorter words.   

As is shown above, this text was translated freehand by Student A, and in Trados by students B and C.  

In the case of this translation, again one can find interesting differences in the very first sentence.  
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Example 7 

Source text: En man trampar omkring bland soporna i en jättelik container nedanför mig. 

Gloss: A man treads around among the rubbish in a gigantic container below me. 

Target Text Solutions 

Student A: A man is stamping around amidst rubbish in a giant container below me. 

Student B: A man treads through trash in a giant container below me. 

Student C: A man treads around in the trashes in a giant container below. 

 

Student A has in this example chosen to use the present continuous, while Students B and C have, 

conversely, selected the present simple.  As Student A is translating freehand and the other two in the 

CAT tool, one could speculate that this gives an indication of the CAT tool having an influence by 

encouraging the two subjects using it to stay closer to the source, using a single word in the target text to 

represent a single word in the source text.  Interestingly, they have all chosen giant over gigantic to 

describe the container even though giant is possibly ambiguous since it can function as a noun as well as 

an adjective, whereas gigantic cannot be construed as ambiguous.  Here we see that Student A is using 

the British term rubbish, whereas Students B and C have chosen the more American root trash.  

Although both rubbish and trash are uncountable, soporna is plural, and Student C has used the trashes.  

If this was not done in error, it could be interpreted as using a foreignizing strategy (Venuti 1995:20), 

since as well as including the definite article as could be seen as the most faithful alternative according 

to the source, she has written trashes as if it were countable.   

This text presents the translator with a dilemma regarding whether or not to retain a Swedish term in the 

target text.  The term in question is återvinningscentral, meaning recycling centre.  If it only appeared 

once it would be a relatively minor issue, but its abbreviation, ÅVC, appears several times in the text, 

and the translator is required to decide whether to keep the abbreviation but translate the term at the 

beginning of the text in order to retain the Swedish context, or translate the term and create a new 

English abbreviation.  Simply put, the translator has to decide between a domesticating approach and a 

foreignizing approach in the Venuti sense (ibid.).  In the case of a working translator, the client may 

have expressed a preference for which approach they prefer or it may be possible to deduce this 
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preference if the purpose of the target text was known, or there may be possible to clarify this with the 

client, but in this case the student subjects were not provided with instructions in this regard. 

Example 8 

Source text: Nej, vi befinner oss på det som på kommunalsvenska heter ÅVC.  Det betyder 
återvinningscentral. 

Gloss: No, we find ourselves at that which in municipal Swedish is called ÅVC.  It means recycling 
centre. 

Target Text Solutions 

Student A: No, we are at a place which in municipal Swedish is called ÅVC, återvinningscentral.  This 
translates to ‘recycling centre’. 

Student B: No, we find ourselves in a place that in municipal terms is called a CRC.  That means 
Community Recycling Centre. 

Student C: No, we are at what is officially called an RC.  That means recycling centre. 

 

As we can see, Student A has chosen a foreignizing approach, while Students B and C have elected a 

domesticating approach.  Student A has explicated the term återvinningscentral as recycling centre, and 

has retained the Swedish context by using the abbreviation ÅVC throughout the text.  Students B and C 

have chosen slightly different abbreviations, and have omitted the Swedish part of kommunalsvenska, 

translating it as municipal terms and officially, respectively. The two students who used the CAT tool 

for this text made similar choices in translating these sentences, and it may be the case that they felt 

reluctant to produce a target segment that deviated structurally from the source, while Student A made a 

decision to explicate the source term and use the source abbreviation. 

The following sentence in example 2.3 is very short both in the source and target text, but it is 

interesting that all three subjects have chosen rather different solutions: 

Example 9 

Source text: Samhället har flödat över. 

Gloss: Society has flowed over. 

Target Text Solutions 

Student A: Society has flown over. 

Student B: The community has overflowed. 

Student C: Society overflows.  
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There are several elements in which the target texts differ.  One simple difference is that Students A and 

C have used society for samhälle, while Student B has chosen the community.  Additionally, as in the 

source, Students A and B have chosen to use the past participle23 while Student C has made a change in 

tense and used the present tense.  Students B and C have both also chosen to use a compound word in 

English:  overflow.  This is interesting as considering they are using the CAT tool it may be expected 

that they may be influenced to want to produce a target sentence of a similar length and syntax to the 

source, but in fact, it is Student A who is most faithful to the source text in this regard despite generally 

perhaps having a tendency to be the least wary of making structural changes as well as in this case 

translating freehand.  Furthermore, Student C deviates most dramatically from the source, in terms of 

length and syntax as well as tense, which is surprising, as Student C generally stayed very faithful to the 

source texts throughout as far as these aspects are concerned.  

The first sentence of the final paragraph the subjects were requested to translate contains several 

challenging elements, including wordplay, alliteration, and assonance as well as internal rhyme.   

Example 10 

Source: Då tar vi avgasbilen till avlatsfilen. 

Gloss: So24 we take the exhaust fume car to the indulgence lane.   

Target Text Solutions 

Student A: So we take the car of emission to the lane of pardon. 

Student B: We’ll exhaust fumes all the way to the indulgence intersection. 

Student C: Let’s take the emission car to indulgence lane. 

It is immediately clear that this is a case where compound words in the source text will cause the 

translation to be longer than the source in terms of number of words used.  The source text contains six 

words, whereas the translated sentences contain twelve, ten and eight words respectively.  Student A has 

preserved an element of the internal rhyme in writing car of emission to the lane of pardon, and by 

using of has connected the words that cannot in English be made into compound words as they appear in 

the source without very significant use of transference25, which would not appear idiomatically correct 

                                                        
23 Presumably Student A has used the past participle of fly rather than flow in error 
24N.B. The Swedish “då” is ambiguous and has several definitions including “then”, “in that case”, “if so, that 

being so” (Norstedts:2000).  See Altenberg (2010) for a corpus-based study regarding its use. 
25 See Table 3 for a definition of transference, adapted from Catford (1965:43) via Delabastita (1993:211).  
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in this text.  She has also chosen to compromise on the lexical definition of avlat, replacing indulgence 

with pardon in order to preserve the internal rhyme while the other two students chose to use the most 

commonly used definition at the expense of keeping the rhythm of the source text. 

Student B has made the most noticeable change by deconstructing the compound word avgasbil into 

We’ll exhaust fumes, using the plural second person pronoun as the subject and making fumes the object 

as well as omitting the word car, presumably as it could be argued that it is implied, or even that car has 

been personified.  By using intersection rather than lane in indulgence intersection when translating 

avlatsfil, she has also introduced new instances of alliteration, assonance and internal rhyme in order to 

replicate what was present in the source and would have been lost if using lane.  She has also introduced 

a pun into the target text, displaying an example of a Strategy No. 7 Non-Pun ! Pun translation 

strategy.  One could possibly also argue that this is a Strategy No. 8 Zero ! Pun translation, but it 

appears more appropriate to classify this solution as Non-Pun ! Pun since although the pun did not 

exist in the source, the action represented by the pun is replacing a semantically similar concept in the 

source. 

Student C has again stayed close to the source, keeping emission car and indulgence lane together as the 

compound words appear in Swedish.  In terms of preserving the rhythm of the source text, Students A 

and C have stayed closest to the source.  It is interesting to note that Student A, who was not reluctant to 

make quite significant departures from the source text when translating the previous text in the CAT 

tool has in the case of this sentence, translating freehand, stayed very close to the source and preserved 

many elements in a very faithful way, despite the compromise she has had to make regarding the lexical 

definition of avlat.  As mentioned above, Student B made the most radical change, and Student C, as in 

many cases has been very close to the source.  Since this is a very short sentence, one may expect the 

CAT tool not to have as great an impact as in longer sentences, as it is not difficult to visually isolate 

even within running text.  As in Example 6, this is something that eye-tracking could confirm or refute. 

The final sentence to be translated contained several potential elements of difficulty, ranging from 

length to the name of a fictional town.  
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Example 11   

Source: Vi kör vårt mer eller mindre miljövänliga fordon till ÅVC-kyrkan för att lätta vår skuldbörda 
och där står prästerna i gula västar med församlingens namn på ryggen, till exempel MORALHULTS 
KOMMUN. 

Gloss: We drive our more or less environmentally friendly vehicle to the ÅVC-church to ease our guilt 
burden and there stand the priests in yellow vests with the congregation’s name on their back, for 
example MORALHULT MUNICIPALITY. 

Target Text Solutions 

Student A: We drive our more or less eco-friendly vehicle to the church of recycling to ease our 
burden of sins and there are the priests, clad in yellow vests with the name of the congregation on the 
back, for example MORAHULT (sic) MUNICIPALITY. 

Student B: We drive our more or less environmentally friendly vehicles to the CRC church to alleviate 
our burden where we are met by priests clad in yellow vests with the communion's name printed on 
their backs, for example MORAHULT (sic) COUNTY. 

Student C: We drive our more or less green vehicle to the RC-church to lighten our burden of debt 
and there' (sic) are the priests in yellow vests with the name of the congregation on their backs, like 
Moralityville. 

 

One obvious element to note is that the fictional name of the municipality offers a translator the option 

of picking either a foreignizing or domesticating strategy.  Interestingly, despite in the majority of cases 

having a tendency of being very faithful to the source, Student C is the only one to adopt a 

domesticating approach in this case by inventing a new name, Moralityville for the fictional location.  It 

is also interesting to note that both Student A and Student B appear to have either mistyped or missed 

the wordplay element of the source text since they were not paired together and one was translating 

freehand and one in the CAT tool, but without insight into their working process it is not possible to 

draw any conclusions from this. Student A has picked MORAHULT (sic) MUNICIPALITY, thereby 

sticking to the standard dictionary English translation for a Swedish kommun and making it clear that 

this fictional location is set in a non-English speaking environment.  Student B, translating into 

American English, falls somewhere in between, keeping MORAHULT (sic) but using COUNTY, a term 

used in both British and American English, albeit with slightly different definitions26.  In British 

                                                        
26 COUNTY 

1: the domain of a count  

2 a :  one of the territorial divisions of England and Wales and formerly also of Scotland and Northern 
Ireland constituting the chief units for administrative, judicial, and political purposes  

b (1) :  the people of a county (2) British :  the gentry of a county  

3:  the largest territorial division for local government within a state of the United States  

4:  the largest local administrative unit in various countries  
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English, the word county is used for a larger region than the Swedish kommun, its definition being 

closer to the Swedish län, but in American English its use is similar to the Swedish kommun. It does, 

however, seem quite apparent that her strategy in this case is to be foreignizing rather than 

domesticating.  

There are some quite noticeable differences between the translations.  For example, ÅVC in this case has 

been dealt with in two different ways.  Students B and C, translating in the CAT tool, have used the 

abbreviations they initially chose for ÅVC and added church to them, while Student A, translating 

freehand, despite employing a foreignizing strategy throughout the rest of the text and using the source 

abbreviation has omitted it in this sentence and translated ÅVC-kyrkan as the church of recycling.  

Student A is also the only subject to have inserted punctuation that was not present in the source, i.e. a 

comma in front of clad.  Each subject has also chosen a different translation for skuld, an ambiguous 

word in Swedish as it can mean either guilt or debt (Sjödin 2000).  Student A has continued with the 

religious theme that the author introduces two paragraphs previously and continues in this sentence by 

using sin, while Student C has used debt.  Student B, meanwhile, has decided to omit the word by 

simply writing alleviate our burden, which may be a strategy purposely chosen in order to circumvent 

the issue of choosing which translation of skuld would be more appropriate in the context.   

Students B and C, using the CAT tool, have used exactly the same punctuation as the source, and also 

the abbreviations they initially picked for ÅVC at the beginning.  This is an example in which the CAT 

tool could be seen as potentially having influenced the subjects to stay close to the source.  This is 

perhaps less evident when considering the matter of using the same abbreviation for ÅVC as in the rest 

of the text.  However, it is certainly plausible that the CAT tool may have influenced punctuation in the 

case of this sentence considering that the student not using the CAT tool inserted punctuation that was 

not present in the source while the two using the CAT tool did not.  However, considering that in the 

                                                                                                                                                                                
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/county [Available 20.4.2014] 

MUNICIPALITY 

1. A town, city, or district having local self-government; the community of such a town, etc. 

2. The governing body of a town, city, or district having local self-government. 

http://www.oed.com.ezp.sub.su.se/view/Entry/123791?redirectedFrom=municipality#eid [Available 
20.4.2014] 
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previous text no subject made any punctuation changes in the longest sentence and only one subject did 

here, it seems that a more plausible explanation is that Student A generally tends to make noticeable 

changes and was either discouraged from this when using the CAT tool or visually assisted by the 

segmentation in order to more easily retain the original structure, while the other two subjects are have 

simply shown fewer tendencies towards making significant structural changes than Student A. 
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7. Discussion 

As can be seen from the examples presented in the preceding chapter, it is very difficult to determine 

what differences in the target texts are due to the use of a CAT tool, and what differences are due to 

personal style, translator habitus, or other factors such as regional variety of English or L1 interference.  

It is clear that target texts do vary from translator to translator, but the reasons for this are at times 

unclear.  A study of a larger sample may well yield results that could give a stronger indication as to 

what these reasons may be.  These reasons may be found in factors influencing the translators’ habitus 

long, but as the habitus long is by its definition formed over a long period of time it is a challenge to 

determine individual factors with any degree of certainty, beyond those that are known such as 

education and cultural background.  Since the source texts are rather similar in style and by the same 

author, distinguishing what characterises each translator’s habitus local, or production space, of the 

translator when translating each source text is extremely difficult.  As the main aim of the study was to 

investigate whether or not effects of CAT tools could be discerned, it was considered most appropriate 

to choose two similar texts to be translated by the subjects in order to facilitate comparison between two 

sets of translations, but if the main object of study had been translator’s habitus then two very different 

texts may have provide more fruitful data to analyse.  

It also appears that using LIX in order to compare these particular translations of the same source text 

may not necessarily be the most accurate tool as it may not perhaps be the ideal index to use in an 

English language text.  However, it was still used to carry out the calculation in order to verify whether 

or not there is a significant degree of variation in terms of sentence and word length in the texts.  It 

would likely be more useful in a longer text, but as the translated texts here were rather short, any 

modification that caused an alteration in sentence length or word length could potentially have a 

disproportionate impact on LIX.  As the case was in these texts, there were only very minor variations in 

LIX, which would, if one accepts LIX to be an appropriate measure of readability of the translations of 
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these texts, seem to indicate that there was not a major change in terms of readability between source 

and target text. However in terms of proving that a major change in readability did not happen, one may 

still consider LIX to have been helpful in this case. 

As mentioned in the literature review, there still does not appear to be an established method for 

determining translation style (Morini 2014) nor any set categories that can be employed to describe an 

individual translator’s style.  Therefore, it is necessary to describe translator style as it appears in these 

texts according to what has been discerned in the analysis of the target texts without categorising them 

as such.  As is evident from the examples presented in the analyses, the subjects all have rather distinct 

translator styles and tendencies.  As can be seen below, certainly in the case of these particular students, 

personal translator style appears to have quite a significant effect on the translations, and in the case of 

these samples, it seems easier to determine what some of these stylistic traits are than what effect a CAT 

tool may have had on their translations.  

Student A tends to translate in a foreignizing way, making it very visible that the target texts she has 

produced are translations.  One strategy that showed that this was her approach was using punoids, 

making it clear that the target language did not contain adequate equivalents to translate the source puns 

in Example 1 and Example 4.  She was the subject to make some of the most obvious structural changes 

in these texts.  She appeared unhesitant to change the subject of a clause, or word, order if it seemed to 

be appropriate.  Changes such as this can with some confidence be inferred to be intentional as they 

would be unlikely to be made accidentally, unlike some other types of changes.  It appears that she 

considered the expressive function to be of a very high priority in translating these texts, and that 

compromises in matters such as strict lexical accuracy and faithfulness to the source text syntax could 

be justified in order to preserve the expressive function.  Therefore, it may be inferred that she 

prioritises style over content in the field of literary translation as advocated by Boase-Beier (2004).  She 

also appeared keen to ensure that puns and wordplay were not lost in translation, and employed 

strategies such as using punoids in order to make sure that the pun was perceived in the target text, such 

as the heading of the first text, Example 1, Love thy noser as thou lovest yourself, even if it did was not 

translated by an exact equivalent.  She would also at times make rather noticeable alterations in order to 
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ensure that a stylistic device from the target text was perceivable in the target, for example, That would 

be a noseworthy mistake, in in Example 4.  In terms of this subject’s habitus long, it appears to have 

mainly been formed by her individual experiences and background, with translation education only 

playing a minor part, as Simeoni stated would typically be the case. 

Student B meanwhile, seemed to with few exceptions avoid making too many structural changes unless 

strictly necessary, but would at times concede it they could be seen contribute a stylistic element in 

order to preserve the expressive function of the source text that would otherwise be impossible to retain.  

Example 10 shows such an instance where she made several major alterations, such as the alliteration in 

indulgence intersection.  This sentence is also where she made the perhaps most radical structural 

change, choosing We’ll exhaust fumes over something closer to the gloss version of So we take the 

exhaust fume car, indicating that structural changes are something she will consider if it can be 

considered to improve the style of the target text compared with a closer translation, but in general this 

is something she prefers to avoid.  Again, it is unlikely that a translator would make this sort of change 

accidentally, which seems to indicate that the subject considered her solution to be make the text more 

idiomatically correct.  It appears that Student B, as Student A, would likely agree with Boase-Beier’s 

view that style should be prioritised over content in the case of literary translation.  In terms of habitus 

long, much like Student A, Student B also appears to display one that has mainly been formed outside 

the scope of translation education and practice.   

Student C is perhaps the most averse when it comes to making structural changes and purposely 

omitting material.  She was the subject who valued lexical and structural faithfulness to the source text 

the most, at times prioritising this over the expressive function.  Knowing that she has previously 

worked for clients that have insisted that she take this approach (Student C 2013), it seems that there is a 

strong possibility that this has had an impact on her general translator style and habitus long.  Even 

though the majority of her previous translation work is not expressive prose, it seems logical that habits 

acquired translating other genres could carry over to any text she translated, especially when using a 

CAT tool as she often uses one for work.   
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Being that Student C has professionally translated texts that are not of the literary variety, it is not 

surprising that she may have used the same approach she would use to a work text rather than adhering 

to those views put forward by Boase-Beier’s (2004), like Student A and Student B have done.  There are 

a few instances when she has been less faithful to the source text, such as changing the tense in Society 

overflows in Example 9, but aside from this kind of example there is not much to indicate her purposely 

deviating from the source text.  It would be interesting to consider whether or not she would have 

structured her sentences in the same way prior to having significant exposure to CAT tools or working 

as a translator, but compared to the other subjects it appears that her previous experience may have had 

quite a significant impact, since at times her target sentences differed quite strongly from the other two 

in the way of being much nearer to the source text in terms of syntax.  The fact that there was this 

difference makes it interesting to consider what results would have been obtained if studying 

professional translators versus student translators translating the same text, in a setup similar to 

Dragsted’s, but using a CAT tool rather than Translog. 
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8. Concluding Remarks 

Based on the analyses of the translated texts above and the examples given, it is clear that it is very 

difficult to make any general statements about what the effects of CAT tools are on translated texts 

based on this sample.  One may initially have hypothesised that the translator’s habitus long would have 

a greater impact on the text translated freehand than the one in the CAT tool due to possibly perceiving 

that a greater freedom to show personal style was afforded, but in fact this kind of clear effect was not 

discerned.  Rather, it simply appeared that the subjects each had a distinct habitus long, which affected 

their translation whether translating freehand or in the CAT tool.  However, it is of course also possible 

that there are factors within each subject’s habitus long that caused her to treat the segmented text of the 

CAT tool in a particular way.  Although just under half of the examples chosen, five out of eleven27, 

indicated that the CAT tool might have had some kind of influence on the resulting target texts, it is 

difficult to conclusively prove this.  The small sample size is certainly a contributory factor; the fact that 

the subjects are not translating into their mother tongue is another, as is the fact that one subject is 

already working as a translator and therefore regularly uses CAT tools is another.  A larger, more 

homogeneous pool of subjects, be they professional translators or students or two separate groups of 

each such as in Dragsted (2005), translating into their L1 may well yield clearer results.  However, no 

pool of subjects will be entirely homogeneous, and there will always be variables that may potentially 

skew results. 

For example, several instances of omission that appeared to possibly have been made in error, rather 

than consciously, appeared in the translations.  This in turn affected the analysis, as it was not possible 

to know if the subject’s intent was to omit the word or if she had simply missed it, even if it seemed 

highly plausible that one could deduce that a mistake had been made.  Especially in cases where there 

are omissions that seem likely to have been in error, a larger sample size would be helpful in terms of 

                                                        
27 Examples 5, 6, 7, 8 and 11  
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providing additional data.  The data in these cases is probably not indicative of what the subjects would 

enter if asked to take a closer look, as well as the very significant matter of the fact that comparing a 

small number of separate translations in any meaningful way becomes very difficult if one translator 

forgets a word, leaving only two other texts to compare.   

As indicated in previous research and articles, such as Ahrenberg & Merkel (1996) and Kenny (1999), 

mentioned in the Literature Review chapter, this is a research area in which there is some interest but 

what has actually been performed is not particularly extensive.  Dragsted’s (2005) study shows that even 

with a modest, larger sample; in her case, six students and six professionals, it is possible to gain more 

representative insights into segmentation processes; with a similarly sized sample some of the individual 

stylistic traits would likely have had less of an impact on this study.  It would be interesting to repeat 

this study, perhaps with a different language combination in which there would be a larger pool to draw 

subjects from; however, the method in which data is presented would have to be changed as it would not 

be practical to show as many examples as in this small study if a much larger number of subjects was 

used.  
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Appendix 1: Source Texts 
The subjects were requested to translate the text in italics, but were provided with the full texts for 
context.  They were permitted to submit a translation of the full texts if they wished. 

Älska din näsa såsom dig själv  
Kolumn Lars Ryding  

20 juni 2012 kl 17:57  

Tur att man är människa. Som insekt skulle jag vara rena katastrofen, så dåligt luktsinne som jag har. 
Skulle bara susa fram planlöst hit och dit och vifta med antennerna på jakt efter den rätta blomman, 
den som har de feromoner just min art gillar. Eller så fick jag väl be någon annan insekt i svärmen om 
dofthänvisningar. Knappast. Det vore bara löjligt. Jag skulle snart bli uppäten av mina egna, helt 
enligt Darwins teori om de undermåligas undergång. 

Som människa får man åtminstone vara kvar i gemenskapen, även om man ofta är lite utanför som 
olfaktionshämmad, eller vad vår drabbade minoritet, de som har lågpresterande näsor, kan heta i 
officiella sammanhang. Lågluktande, kanske? Nej, det låter som en sanitär olägenhet. Svagnäst? 
Arominhiberad? Doftdyslektiker? Väderkornsblind? Nasalförsvagad? 

En femtedel av befolkningen lär ha dåligt luktsinne, så jag är inte ensam. Något begrepp bör vi hitta 
på för att göra oss gällande i kampen om människors medlidande. Medan andra kan säga att de hör 
illa eller ser illa kan vi knappast säga att vi luktar illa, eller hur? Det vore en nesa. Skönare då att 
säga ”jag är en aning svagnäst”. 

Det är inte midsommaren som fått mig att tänka i doft- banor utan det att jag råkade se att en stor lukt- 
och smakforskningskonferens börjar här i Stockholm i morgon, XVI International Symposium on 
Olfaction and Taste, med 800 deltagare. De ska träffas i Stockholm Waterfront Building där de, om de 
har näsborrarna öppna, ännu kan vädra den kommunala skandal som gjorde att denna 
oproportionerliga byggnad står där den står och inkräktar på Stads- husets moraliska utrymmesrätt. 
Jag upprepar mitt tidigare förslag att kolossen bör kallas Stockholm Water Affront Building eftersom 
den är en förolämpning (an affront) mot vattnet och staden. 

Nåja, forskarna får väl hålla handen för det egna forskningsobjektet för att dämpa den obehagliga 
lukten av byggmygel. Och sedan har de säkert mycket viktigare saker att tala om. Att döma av 
symposierubrikerna är det vetenskap på hög och detaljerad nivå. 

Samtidigt drar vi svagnästa omkring i livets doftfattiga trädgård. Men vi njuter av färgerna! 

Sedan sitter vi på verandan och äter någon fint kryddad mat som vi inte heller kan uppskatta till dess 
fulla värde eftersom doftsinnet och smaksinnet är så sammankopplade. Men vi håller god min och 
säger ”å, så gott. Lite anis, sa du? Verkligen raffinerat”. En svagnäst vill nämligen inte förstöra en 
kulinarisk stämning för de andra, de starknästa. Därför lyssnar vi artigt till deras långa, blommiga 
(obegripliga) beskrivningar av viners kropp och karaktär, fast de lika gärna kunde tala om det grekiska 
skattesystemet. På grekiska. 

Nu ska det sägas att näsan kan användas till mycket annat. Den är onekligen ett bra luftintag och duger 
att placera både här och där i kontaktskapande syfte. En kall nästipp kan skapa oväntade effekter – jag 
säger inte mer. 

Så jag har, trots allt, lärt mig att i god kristen anda älska min näsa såsom mig själv. 

http://www.svd.se/nyheter/inrikes/alska-din-nasa-sasom-dig-sjalv_7292951.svd  
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Återvinning ger dig gröna extrapoäng  
Kolumn Lars Ryding  

14 mars 2012 kl 18:45  

En man trampar omkring bland soporna i en jättelik container nedanför mig. Han bär en käpp med 
krok längst ut och med den fiskar han upp tygbitar som han slänger till sin kompis på en plattform 
uppe vid kanten. En stolsits med trasig stoppning går samma väg. 

Är detta ännu en berättelse från ett fattigt land långt borta där människor tvingas gräva i avfallsbergen 
efter något användbart? 

Nej, vi befinner oss på det som på kommunalsvenska heter ÅVC. Det betyder återvinningscentral. 
Grovsopor på vanligt språk. Där trampar man kring i bråten av helt andra skäl. Samhället har flödat 
över. 

Mannen i containern är kommunanställd och jobbar med att sortera bort de tygbitar som medborgarna 
slängt i fel behållare. Just vid denna jätteburk står visserligen ”brännbart” på skylten, men det betyder 
inte allt sånt som brinner, hur kunde du tro det, utan det betyder ”frigolit, presentpapper, plast” – fast 
inte plastband – ”sågspån, böcker, gummi m m”. Textilier ska vara där borta! blir man tillrättavisad 
av den övre mannen. 

ÅVC-er har ju funnits länge nu och verksamheten är lika alldaglig som stadigt förankrad i det som 
kallas gott i vår kultur. Att berätta att man varit på återvinningen ger alltid flera gröna poäng i 
sällskapslivet. 

Själv gjorde jag rent religiösa associationer när jag förra helgen trängdes med andra grovsopister 
kring containrarna: Detta är Präktighetens tempel, konstaterade jag, dit vi överflödssamhällets 
prylsyndare kan gå för att få samfundets förlåtelse. 

Lika lite som religiöst lagda människor klarar av att leva ett syndfritt liv, utan måste gå och bikta sig 
på ett eller annat vis, lika lite klarar vi i det sekulära överflödssamhället att leva på en rimlig 
konsumtionsnivå. Det rinner över rent bokstavligen. Bostäderna är fullpackade och här kommer nya 
Ikeakatalogen! 

Då tar vi avgasbilen till avlatsfilen. Vi kör vårt mer eller mindre miljövänliga fordon till ÅVC-kyrkan 
för att lätta vår skuldbörda och där står prästerna i gula västar med församlingens namn på ryggen, 
till exempel MORALHULTS KOMMUN. 

Bikten representeras här av den upprepade och stränga upp- maningen att tömma säckarna. Du må icke 
här nederkasta en försluten säck utan skall allt dess innehåll till sista tingesten utsprida på det att 
tjänstgörande gulpräst kan rannsaka, välsigna och fördöma det du färdigkonsumerat haver eller på 
Blocket icke haver kunnat mångla hädan. 

Kort sagt: Töm säckarna så att du får skämmas om innehållet strider mot Präktighetens skrifter. Det 
hände mig. Ett par urblekta gardiner låg bortglömda i botten av säcken som annars såg ut att innehålla 
bara böcker (JA, jag slänger böcker). Gulprästen fångade upp gardinerna på sin krok, höll upp dem så 
att alla kunde se och väste ”teeeckssstiiil”. Alla besökare i templet upptäckte hur väsvänligt det ordet är 
och njöt självgott av att se mig vid skam- pålen. 

Men jag hade ändå fått absolution, om än med tvekan, och kunde med avklarad prylförstoppning och 
höjd moralkänsla lämna ÅVC – Å Vilken Ceremoni! 

http://www.svd.se/nyheter/inrikes/atervinning-ger-dig-grona-extrapoang_6924995.svd  
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Appendix 2:Freehand Translations 
Student A 

Recycling ups your green points 
 
column Lars Ryding 
 
March 14 2012 6.45pm 
 
A man is stamping around amidst rubbish in a giant container below me. He is wearing a rod 
with the hook all the way out and with it he fishes up  bits of fabric which he then flings at his 
friend on a platform up at the ridge. The broken seat of a chair goes the same way. 
 
Is this yet another story from a poor country far away where people are forced to dig in 
mountains of rubbish after something usable? 
 
No, we are at a place which in municipal Swedish is called ÅVC, återvinningscentral. This 
translates to 'recycling centre'. Bulky waste disposal in other words. There they stamp around 
in the rubbish for completely different reasons. Society has flown over.  
 
The man in the container works for the municipality, sorting out those bits of fabric which 
were thrown into the wrong container. Sure enough, the sign on this particular giant box 
reads 'combustible', but that doesn't mean all that can burn, what a notion, but rather 
'styrofoam, wrapping paper, plastic' – but not plastic bands – 'sawdust, books, rubber etc.'. 
'Textiles go over there!', the man on the platform admonishes you.  
 
ÅVCs have after all existed for some time now and are common as well as deeply rooted in 
what our culture calls good. Telling people that you've been to do the recycling always results 
in multiple green points in social interaction. 
 
I myself made purely religious associations when last weekend I was crowding with other 
bulky wasters around the containers: this is the temple of grandeur, I noted, where we, the 
material sinners of the affluent society can go to receive society's forgiveness.  
 
And just like religiously inclined people hardly manage to live a life free from sin but have to 
go and confess in some way, so we too in this secular society of affluence hardly manage to 
live with an adequate level of consumption. It's literally overflowing. Houses are stuffed to 
the top and here comes the new IKEA catalogue! 
 
So we take the car of emission to the lane of pardon. We drive our more or less eco-friendly 
vehicle to the church of recycling to ease our burden of sins and there are the priests, clad in 
yellow vests with the name of the congregation on the back, for example MORAHULT 
MUNICIPALITY. 
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Student B 

Love your nose as you do yourself 
Lars Ryding  

20 june 2012 at 17:57  

It’s lucky that I’m a person. As a bug I would have been a disaster, with my poor sense of smell. I 
would just buzz around aimlessly, back and forth waving my antenna hunting for just the right flower, 
the one with the pheromones that that my species likes. Or I would have asked some other bug in the 
swarm for olfactory directions. Hardly. That would be stupid. It wouldn’t be long before I was eaten by 
my own, in accordance to Darwin’s theory of natural selection. 

As a person you at least get to remain within the community, even if the fragrantly limited are always 
slightly on the outside, or what our afflicted minority, those with the defective noses, would be called 
in an official context. Stifled smellers, perhaps? No, that sounds like a hygiene related issue. Weak 
nosed? Aromatically challenged? Scent dyslexics? Odor blind? Nasally handicapped? 

It is conceivable that a fifth of the population has a poor sense of smell, so I’m not alone. We should 
come up with a term that allows those of us that are affected to matter in the struggle for human 
compassion. While others can say that they’re hard of hearing or have impaired vision we can hardly 
say that we smell bad, right? That would be disconcerting. Much better instead to say “I am slightly 
weak nosed”. 

It isn’t the summer that causes me to think in these aromatic dimensions, but because I happened to 
find out that a large chemosensory research conference will be held here in Stockholm tomorrow. XVI 
International Symposium on Olfaction and Taste, with 800 participants. They will meet at the 
Stockholm Waterfront Building where they, if they keep their nostrils open, can still be able to pick up 
on the municipal scandal that erected this disproportionate building at that precise spot where it 
encroaches on the tacit boundaries that surround city hall. I repeat my previous suggestion that this 
colossus be named Stockholm Water Affront Building since it is an affront to both the water and the 
city.  
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Student C 
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Appendix 3: Trados Translations 
Student A  

Segment 
ID 

Segment 
status 

Source segment Target segment 

1 Draft 
(0%) 

Älska din näsa såsom dig själv Love thy noser as thou lovest thyself 

2 Draft 
(0%) 

Kolumn Lars Ryding Column Lars Ryding 

3 Draft 
(0%) 

20 juni 2012 kl 17:57 20 June 2012, 5.57pm 

4 Draft 
(0%) 

Tur att man är människa. It's good to be human 

5 Draft 
(0%) 

Som insekt skulle jag vara rena katastrofen, 
så dåligt luktsinne som jag har. 

I would not do as an insect, what with 
my awful sense of smell. 

6 Draft 
(0%) 

Skulle bara susa fram planlöst hit och dit 
och vifta med antennerna på jakt efter den 
rätta blomman, den som har de feromoner 
just min art gillar. 

I'd just whiz aimlessly back and forth, 
wiggling my antennae in search of the 
right flower, the one with the 
pheromones my species fancies. 

7 Draft 
(0%) 

Eller så fick jag väl be någon annan insekt i 
svärmen om dofthänvisningar. 

Or I guess I could ask some other 
insect in the swarm for olfactory 
directions. 

8 Draft 
(0%) 

Knappast. Well, hardly. 

9 Draft 
(0%) 

Det vore bara löjligt. That would just be ridiculous. 

10 Draft 
(0%) 

Jag skulle snart bli uppäten av mina egna, 
helt enligt Darwins teori om de 
undermåligas undergång. 

I would soon be eaten by my own 
kind, perfectly in accordance with 
Darwin's theory on the demise of the 
weak.  

11 Draft 
(0%) 

Som människa får man åtminstone vara kvar 
i gemenskapen, även om man ofta är lite 
utanför som olfaktionshämmad, eller vad 
vår drabbade minoritet, de som har 
lågpresterande näsor, kan heta i officiella 
sammanhang. 

As a human being you at least get to 
remain part of the community, even if 
exclusion often becomes a reality for 
the olfactorily challenged, or whatever 
our minority, those with 
underperforming noses, might be 
called in official contexts. 

12 Draft 
(0%) 

Lågluktande, kanske? Low-smelling, maybe? 

13 Draft 
(0%) 

Nej, det låter som en sanitär olägenhet. No, that sounds like a sanitary 
inconvenience. 

14 Draft 
(0%) 

Svagnäst? Weak-nosed? 

15 Draft 
(0%) 

Arominhiberad? Aroma-suspended? 

16 Draft 
(0%) 

Doftdyslektiker? Smell-dyslectic? 

17 Draft 
(0%) 

Väderkornsblind? Scent-blind? 

18 Draft 
(0%) 

Nasalförsvagad? Nasally inhibited? 

19 Draft 
(0%) 

En femtedel av befolkningen lär ha dåligt 
luktsinne, så jag är inte ensam. 

An estimated twenty percent of the 
population has a bad sense of smell, so 
I'm not alone.  

20 Draft 
(0%) 

Något begrepp bör vi hitta på för att göra 
oss gällande i kampen om människors 

We should make up a term in order to 
give ourselves some standing in the 
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medlidande. fight for people's compassion.  
21 Draft 

(0%) 
Medan andra kan säga att de hör illa eller 
ser illa kan vi knappast säga att vi luktar illa, 
eller hur? 

While others can say that they hear 
badly or see badly we can hardly 
claim to smell badly. 

22 Draft 
(0%) 

Det vore en nesa. That would be a noseworthy mistake. 

23 Draft 
(0%) 

Skönare då att säga ”jag är en aning 
svagnäst”. 

Much better, then, to say that one is a 
trifle weak-nosed. 

24 Draft 
(0%) 

Det är inte midsommaren som fått mig att 
tänka i doft- banor utan det att jag råkade se 
att en stor lukt- och 
smakforskningskonferens börjar här i 
Stockholm i morgon, XVI International 
Symposium on Olfaction and Taste, med 
800 deltagare. 

It's not midsummer that has me 
contemplating the odours that be but 
rather the big conference on smell and 
taste research, the XVI International 
Symposium on Olfaction and Taste, 
which is kicking off  tomorrow, here 
in Stockholm, with 800 participants.  

25 Draft 
(0%) 

De ska träffas i Stockholm Waterfront 
Building där de, om de har näsborrarna 
öppna, ännu kan vädra den kommunala 
skandal som gjorde att denna 
oproportionerliga byggnad står där den står 
och inkräktar på Stads- husets moraliska 
utrymmesrätt. 

These will congregate in the 
Stockholm Waterfront Building where 
they, open nostrils provided, will still 
be able to smell the civic scandal 
which caused this unproportioned 
building to stand where it does, 
infringing on the town hall's moral 
right of space. 

26 Draft 
(0%) 

Jag upprepar mitt tidigare förslag att 
kolossen bör kallas Stockholm Water 
Affront Building eftersom den är en 
förolämpning (an affront) mot vattnet och 
staden. 

I hereby repeat my earlier suggestion 
to rename the colossal monster 
Stockholm Water Affront Building, 
since it is one, both to the water and 
the city. 

27 Draft 
(0%) 

Nåja, forskarna får väl hålla handen för det 
egna forskningsobjektet för att dämpa den 
obehagliga lukten av byggmygel. 

Ah well, the researches will just have 
to cover the personal specimens of 
their research objects in order to 
reduce the unpleasant smell of 
construction botching. 

28 Draft 
(0%) 

Och sedan har de säkert mycket viktigare 
saker att tala om. 

And then they probably also have 
more important things to talk about. 

29 Draft 
(0%) 

Att döma av symposierubrikerna är det 
vetenskap på hög och detaljerad nivå. 

Judging by the contributing titles it is 
a matter of science on a high and 
detailed level. 

30 Draft 
(0%) 

Samtidigt drar vi svagnästa omkring i livets 
doftfattiga trädgård. 

While we weak-nosed ones wander 
around in this smell-deprived garden 
of life. 

31 Draft 
(0%) 

Men vi njuter av färgerna! But how we enjoy the colours! 

32 Draft 
(0%) 

Sedan sitter vi på verandan och äter någon 
fint kryddad mat som vi inte heller kan 
uppskatta till dess fulla värde eftersom 
doftsinnet och smaksinnet är så 
sammankopplade. 

Then we sit on the veranda and eat 
some carefully seasoned food the 
whole extent of the merits of which 
we similarly cannot appreciate since 
the senses of smell and taste are so 
closely linked. 

33 Draft 
(0%) 

Men vi håller god min och säger ”å, så gott. But we do not bat an eyelid and say 
'Oh, how delicious. 

34 Draft 
(0%) 

Lite anis, sa du? Did you say that was the anis seed? 
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35 Draft 
(0%) 

Verkligen raffinerat”. Truly masterful.' 

36 Draft 
(0%) 

En svagnäst vill nämligen inte förstöra en 
kulinarisk stämning för de andra, de 
starknästa. 

Because weak-nosed people do not 
want to destroy the culinary 
atmosphere for the others, the strong-
nosed. 

37 Draft 
(0%) 

Därför lyssnar vi artigt till deras långa, 
blommiga (obegripliga) beskrivningar av 
viners kropp och karaktär, fast de lika gärna 
kunde tala om det grekiska skattesystemet. 

That's why we listen obligingly to 
their long, flowery (and 
incomprehensible) descriptions of the 
bodies and characters of wines even if 
they might just as well be talking 
about the Greek tax system. 

38 Draft 
(0%) 

På grekiska. In Greek. 

39 Draft 
(0%) 

Nu ska det sägas att näsan kan användas till 
mycket annat. 

I should at this point also point out 
that noses can be used for many other 
things. 

40 Draft 
(0%) 

Den är onekligen ett bra luftintag och duger 
att placera både här och där i 
kontaktskapande syfte. 

They are without a doubt a good air 
inlet and can be placed here and there 
for the purposes of creating 
interpersonal contact. 

41 Draft 
(0%) 

En kall nästipp kan skapa oväntade effekter 
– jag säger inte mer. 

A cold nose can create unanticipated 
effects - that's all I'm saying. 

42 Draft 
(0%) 

Så jag har, trots allt, lärt mig att i god 
kristen anda älska min näsa såsom mig 
själv. 

So I have despite it all and in true 
Christian fashion learned to love my 
noser like myself. 
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Student B  

Segment 
ID 

Segment 
status 

Source segment Target segment 

1 Not 
Translated  

Återvinning ger dig gröna extrapoäng  

2 Draft (0%) Kolumn Lars Ryding Column Lars Ryding 
3 Draft (0%) 14 mars 2012 kl 18:45 March 14 2012 6.45 p.m  
4 Draft (0%) En man trampar omkring bland soporna i en 

jättelik container nedanför mig. 
A man treads through trash in a giant 
container below me. 

5 Draft (0%) Han bär en käpp med krok längst ut och med 
den fiskar han upp tygbitar som han slänger 
till sin kompis på en plattform uppe vid 
kanten. 

He carries a cane with a hook on the end 
that he uses to fish for pieces of cloth that he 
then throws to his friend on a platform 
further up by the edge. 

6 Draft (0%) En stolsits med trasig stoppning går samma 
väg. 

The seat of a chair with the upholstery 
spilling out meets the same fate. 

7 Draft (0%) Är detta ännu en berättelse från ett fattigt land 
långt borta där människor tvingas gräva i 
avfallsbergen efter något användbart? 

Is this yet another story from a developing 
country far away where people are forced to 
dig through piles of trash, hoping to find 
something useful? 

8 Draft (0%) Nej, vi befinner oss på det som på 
kommunalsvenska heter ÅVC. 

No, we find ourselves in a place that in 
municipal terms is called a CRC. 

9 Draft (0%) Det betyder återvinningscentral. That means Community Recycling Center. 
10 Draft (0%) Grovsopor på vanligt språk. Trash, in layman's terms.  
11 Draft (0%) Där trampar man kring i bråten av helt andra 

skäl. 
A place where you tread through the rubbish 
for completely different reasons.  

12 Draft (0%) Samhället har flödat över. The community has overflowed.  
13 Draft (0%) Mannen i containern är kommunanställd och 

jobbar med att sortera bort de tygbitar som 
medborgarna slängt i fel behållare. 

The man in the container is a civil servant 
whose job entails sorting through the pieces 
of cloth that the citizens have tossed in the 
wrong container.  

14 Draft (0%) Just vid denna jätteburk står visserligen 
”brännbart” på skylten, men det betyder inte 
allt sånt som brinner, hur kunde du tro det, 
utan det betyder ”frigolit, presentpapper, 
plast” – fast inte plastband – ”sågspån, 
böcker, gummi m m”. 

The container in question happens to have a 
"flammable" sign on it, but that doesn't 
include all items that burn, why would you 
think that, it means "styrofoam, wrapping 
paper, plastic" - but not tape - "sawdust, 
books, rubber, etc" 

15 Draft (0%) Textilier ska vara där borta! blir man 
tillrättavisad av den övre mannen. 

Textiles are over there! you're told by the 
man on the platform. 

16 Draft (0%) ÅVC-er har ju funnits länge nu och 
verksamheten är lika alldaglig som stadigt 
förankrad i det som kallas gott i vår kultur. 

CRCs have been around for a while now 
and the enterprise is just as ordinary as it is 
firmly established as a good thing within 
our society.  

17 Draft (0%) Att berätta att man varit på återvinningen ger 
alltid flera gröna poäng i sällskapslivet. 

Being able to say that you've recycled 
always grants you green points within your 
social circle. 

18 Draft (0%) Själv gjorde jag rent religiösa associationer 
när jag förra helgen trängdes med andra 
grovsopister kring containrarna: 

Personally I made purely religious 
associations when I crowded with the other 
recyclers around the containers. 

19 Draft (0%) Detta är Präktighetens tempel, konstaterade 
jag, dit vi överflödssamhällets prylsyndare 
kan gå för att få samfundets förlåtelse. 

This is the temple of decency, I concluded, 
where the affluent society's gadget sinners 
can go to beg forgiveness from the 
communion.  

20 Draft (0%) Lika lite som religiöst lagda människor klarar 
av att leva ett syndfritt liv, utan måste gå och 
bikta sig på ett eller annat vis, lika lite klarar 
vi i det sekulära överflödssamhället att leva på 
en rimlig konsumtionsnivå. 

As unlikely as religiously oriented people 
manage to live a life free of sin, but have to 
go to confession in one manner or another, 
we in the secular affluent society are just as 
unlikely to live according to a reasonable 
level of consumption.  

21 Draft (0%) Det rinner över rent bokstavligen. It is literally spilling over.  
22 Draft (0%) Bostäderna är fullpackade och här kommer The houses are packed to the rafters and 
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nya Ikeakatalogen! here comes the new Ikea catalog!  
23 Draft (0%) Då tar vi avgasbilen till avlatsfilen. We'll exhaust fumes all the way to the 

indulgence intersection.  
24 Draft (0%) Vi kör vårt mer eller mindre miljövänliga 

fordon till ÅVC-kyrkan för att lätta vår 
skuldbörda och där står prästerna i gula västar 
med församlingens namn på ryggen, till 
exempel MORALHULTS KOMMUN. 

We drive our more or less environmentally 
friendly vehicles to the CRC church to 
alleviate our burden where we are met by 
priests clad in yellow vests with the 
communion's name printed on their backs, 
for example MORAHULT COUNTY.  
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Student C  

Segment 
ID 

Segment 
status 

Source segment Target segment 

1 Translated 
(0%) 

Återvinning ger dig gröna extrapoäng Recycling scores green bonus points 

2 Translated 
(0%) 

Kolumn Lars Ryding Column Lars Ryding 

3 Translated 
(0%) 

14 mars 2012 kl 18:45 March 14, 2012 - 6:45 PM 

4 Translated 
(0%) 

En man trampar omkring bland soporna i en 
jättelik container nedanför mig. 

A man treads around in the trashes in a 
giant container below. 

5 Translated 
(0%) 

Han bär en käpp med krok längst ut och med 
den fiskar han upp tygbitar som han slänger 
till sin kompis på en plattform uppe vid 
kanten. 

He has a stick with a hook at the end, and 
with that he fishes up pieces of fabric that 
he flings at his sidekick on a platform on 
the edge. 

6 Translated 
(0%) 

En stolsits med trasig stoppning går samma 
väg. 

A chair bolster with ragged padding goes 
the same way. 

7 Translated 
(0%) 

Är detta ännu en berättelse från ett fattigt land 
långt borta där människor tvingas gräva i 
avfallsbergen efter något användbart? 

Is this another story from a poor country far 
away where people are forced to dig 
through mountains of waste to find 
something useful? 

8 Translated 
(0%) 

Nej, vi befinner oss på det som på 
kommunalsvenska heter ÅVC. 

No, we are at what is officially called an 
RC. 

9 Translated 
(0%) 

Det betyder återvinningscentral. That means recycling centre. 

10 Translated 
(0%) 

Grovsopor på vanligt språk. Garbage dump in vernacular language. 

11 Translated 
(0%) 

Där trampar man kring i bråten av helt andra 
skäl. 

The reasons to tread around there are 
entirely different. 

12 Translated 
(0%) 

Samhället har flödat över. Society overflows. 

13 Translated 
(0%) 

Mannen i containern är kommunanställd och 
jobbar med att sortera bort de tygbitar som 
medborgarna slängt i fel behållare. 

The man in the container is a municipal 
employee and his job is to sort out pieces 
of fabric that citizens threw in the wrong 
container. 

14 Translated 
(0%) 

Just vid denna jätteburk står visserligen 
”brännbart” på skylten, men det betyder inte 
allt sånt som brinner, hur kunde du tro det, 
utan det betyder ”frigolit, presentpapper, 
plast” – fast inte plastband – ”sågspån, böcker, 
gummi m m”. 

The sign at that huge can surely states 
"combustible", but that does not mean that 
everything that can be burned, how naive 
of you, but it means "Styrofoam, gift 
wrappings, plastic" – but not plastic 
strapping – " sawdust, books, rubber, etc.". 

15 Translated 
(0%) 

Textilier ska vara där borta! blir man 
tillrättavisad av den övre mannen. 

Textiles should go over there! one is 
reprimanded by the man on the top. 

16 Translated 
(0%) 

ÅVC-er har ju funnits länge nu och 
verksamheten är lika alldaglig som stadigt 
förankrad i det som kallas gott i vår kultur. 

RCs have been around for a long time now, 
and this business is just as ordinary as it is 
firmly rooted in what is known as good in 
our culture. 

17 Translated 
(0%) 

Att berätta att man varit på återvinningen ger 
alltid flera gröna poäng i sällskapslivet. 

To tell that you have been to the recycling 
centre always scores you several green 
points in social life. 

18 Translated 
(0%) 

Själv gjorde jag rent religiösa associationer när 
jag förra helgen trängdes med andra 
grovsopister kring containrarna: 

I myself had almost religious associations 
last weekend when I thronged with other 
dumpers around the containers. 

19 Translated 
(0%) 

Detta är Präktighetens tempel, konstaterade 
jag, dit vi överflödssamhällets prylsyndare kan 
gå för att få samfundets förlåtelse. 

It is the temple of the Magnificent, I 
observed, where we affluent society gadget 
sinners can go to for society's absolution. 

20 Translated 
(0%) 

Lika lite som religiöst lagda människor klarar 
av att leva ett syndfritt liv, utan måste gå och 
bikta sig på ett eller annat vis, lika lite klarar 
vi i det sekulära överflödssamhället att leva på 

A bit like religiously inclined people 
manage to live a life without sins, but have 
to go to confession in one way or the other, 
a bit like we manage to live in this secular 
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en rimlig konsumtionsnivå. society of abundance on a reasonable level 
of consumption. 

21 Translated 
(0%) 

Det rinner över rent bokstavligen. It quite literally overflows. 

22 Translated 
(0%) 

Bostäderna är fullpackade och här kommer 
nya Ikeakatalogen! 

Our residences are already cramped but 
there's a new Ikea catalogue. 

23 Translated 
(0%) 

Då tar vi avgasbilen till avlatsfilen. Let's take the emission car to indulgence 
lane. 

24 Translated 
(0%) 

Vi kör vårt mer eller mindre miljövänliga 
fordon till ÅVC-kyrkan för att lätta vår 
skuldbörda och där står prästerna i gula västar 
med församlingens namn på ryggen, till 
exempel MORALHULTS KOMMUN. 

We drive our more or less green vehicle to 
the RC-church to lighten our burden of 
debt and there' are the priests in yellow 
vests with the name of the congregation on 
their backs, like Moralityville. 
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